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ANALYSIS
REE ELECTIONS and general disarmament are the only way
out of the world danger. This double necessity has long
been stressed by this journal, and has long been evident to most
other people of plain sense. Freedom to live and fewer weapons
to fight with are the best hopes of mankind. Hitherto, free elections
have been the card played by the West in the ceaseless game of
diplomatic manoeuvre, and disarmament the card played by the
East. N o serious effort has been made to drop the game and
bring the two policies together in a constructive achievement.
It is true that the West has formulated various disarmament pro
posals in the obscurity of interminable committees. But Mr. Eden*
has steadily refused to emerge from behind his barricades of red
tape and to wrestle with the Soviets in the open arena until he can
turn their propaganda move into a reality o f achieved disarmament
by pressure of world opinion. So he has lost disarmament, and
left the Soviets with a propaganda victory. He did it again in his
speech to the Conservative Conference at Blackpool. Flushed
with the triumph of being kicked by America into an effective but
belated contribution to European defence, he felt more inclined
to accept the sympathetic ovation of his supporters than to proffer
further leadership — a posteriori.
Suez, Indo-China, Korea and the West German settlement
were triumphs of Mr. Eden, which were hailed with full-throated
enthusiasm by his supporters at Blackpool, and the ecstatic headlines
of the Conservative Press : two scuttles, a draw and a change of
mind. If a man runs fast enough and dodges from side to side of
the road with sufficient agility, it is possible for a time even to evade
the nemesis of Conservative errors ; Mr. Eden earned his ovation.
The underlying fact of all this make-believe is that in one way or
another the defence of Europe had to be secured. . Those of our
opinion have striven for the entry of Britain into Europe and the
consequent creation of an effective European defence during the
years when Mr. Eden, in the words of one of his chief press sup
porters, was a “ sulky bystander ” . The first necessity was to
defend Europe from a possible Russian invasion, and this could
only be done through the entry o f Britain. Mr. Eden more than
any other man alive was responsible for holding Britain out of
Europe ; at that time he “ felt in his bones ” he should not do
what he has now done. As a result, four vital years were lost in
beginning the defence of Europe ; meanwhile across the Atlantic
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* The European regrets that the type being already set it is denied on this
occasion the considerable pleasure of referring to Sir Anthony.
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four vital years were lost in developing the hydrogen bomb for
the defence of America and the whole West. Entirely different as
are their background, beliefs, policies and most disinterested
motives, the Soviet Union owes an almost equal vote o f thanks to
Mr. Eden and to Dr. Oppenheimer. Their widely varying con
victions led them to the same conclusions of procrastination and
delay.
The deadly equation
However, England is now in, whether Mr. Eden likes it or not,
and two things should follow without further halt. The first is
a deep change of attitude toward the Germans. They have become
the key people, and the life of the West has been placed in their
hands ; even the most embittered Germanophobe should therefore
think twice before he indulges his favourite pastime o f lacerating
with poisoned pins the limbs of a giant who is no longer fallen.
Western society would do well to learn a new politeness ; they
must stop being “ beastly to the Germans ” and set all their little
Coward birds to work twittering a new tune. Is such self restraint
really necessary ? — may enquire the more ingenuous among
them — are not the Germans still bound hand and foot without
the decisive weapons of modern war as bondsmen o f the West ?
A little analysis is needed in case fresh insolence is based on idle
hopes. It is true that Germany is denied the new weapons, b u t
both America and Russia possess them. Germany is needed for
her trained manpower, which in the present condition o f the West
alone can face the Russians with some hope o f success. T hat
trained manpower is to be organised in national units under German
command at the divisional level. There is nothing to prevent them
at any time changing sides to fight with Russia, who could supply
them with the key weapons they lack as well as America. German
trained manpower, plus Russian trained manpower, equals disaster.
Let that simple equation be ever before the eyes o f the West. There
is nothing to stop the Germans changing sides except the deep
loyalty of the German people to Europe, and their strong resistance
to the communism they have so directly experienced. We are
convinced that this treue will withstand all tests, even if the British
Foreign Office succeeded in insinuating a whole staff college of suitably
uniformed Dr. Johns into the German High Command. It would
not work in this sphere because German soldiers would not follow
them ; the West is safe. But the short lesson of it all remains :
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if you have to trust a man with your life it is well to make friends
with him ; at any rate to stop insulting him.
The arms race
The second thing which should follow the effective defence of
the West is a disarmament conference in an attempt to stop an
arms race. It was right to arm the West sufficiently for its defence
without being checked by any Russian manoeuvres ; we should
have done it several years ago. But when the necessary measures
o f that defence are secured we should always be ready to wrestle
with the Russians in the open arena of a disarmament conference.
As this journal has pointed out again and again, one o f two good
results must follow : either we get a real measure o f disarmament
with relief both of danger and o f burden, or we prove that the
Russians are obstructing disarmament before the public opinion
of the world, and thus strike the hardest blow yet delivered against
every Communist Party in every country. We win either a success
in reality or a victory in propaganda. But this tussle requires men
who can face the Russians in the open field, and Mr. Eden with a
rare self perception may be conscious o f his own inadequacy.
Even the realistic Senator Knowland once assumed that an open
conference with the Russians must result in a Russian propaganda
triumph on the sounding board of world opinion. These gentle
men should suffer no longer under the inhibitions o f their modesty ;
they must seek protagonists accustomed to rough debate and hard
experience among the peoples of Europe. It is not so difficult to
match the bawling boys o f the Left if you have had a little practice
(this is no offer; there are plenty available without sending for the
doctors who are only called in with the oxygen when the patient
is believed already to be a corpse).
The balancing act
The first stage is over and the effective defence of the West
begins ; better late than never. Mr. Eden should not be too
long distracted by the necessity of reconciling the decision he has
just been obliged to take with the traditional position to which
he clung long after it was obsolete. England has put a foot into
Europe and the graceful balancing act between Europe, America
and the Commonwealth has lost something of the entirely charming
but completely ineffective poise which is essential to the self content
of an experienced and sophisticated prima-ballerina. The view
5
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has long been held in Conservative circles th at England must rest
for ever in exquisite equilibrium in the centre of a triangle composed
of the Commonwealth, America and Europe ; it was recentlyreiterated in that safe blend of obscurity and pomposity which
eases the discomfort and indignity of an occasional descent into
politics by the ineffable Mr. Charles Morgan. For long this idea
has become so fixed that a decisive move in any direction was
impossible. Mr. Eden’s policy revolved gently in the central
position — preening and posing in the happy expectation of a
triangular admiration — but nothing ever got done. N ow the
pressure of events and the toe of America have abruptly made
England a part of Europe ; the grace, beauty, charm o f the EdenMorgan ballet may be lost but freedom to move, to act, and to
achieve is regained. Our people face reality at last, and an invita
tion to further greatness in potential European leadership.
The balance of power
Many ideas will have to be revised ; for instance the old concept
of the balance of power. Some of us have always preferred the
idea of action in union to holding a balance in the middle of a
perpetual see-saw. The true part of England was always to lead in
European union and action rather than to divide and rule between
France and Germany. Whether men seek to profit in a small
way by the division of others, or to build in a great way a temple
of achievement on the union of all, depends both upon their judg
ment of the situation and upon their estimate of their own capacities;
in that sense there were always two schools of great and little
Englanders. But no one with any eye for the modern scene can
believe that it is any longer effective policy for Britain to balance
between France and Germany. If the balance o f power is still
a practicable and desirable policy it is the balance between America
and Russia that must be held : and that can only be done, not by
a single European power, but by a united Europe. This fact is
so obvious that in serious analysis it must be admitted by all.
Why then, for instance, do English officials continue to intrigue
against French officials along the whole littoral of the M editerranean?
The origin o f that struggle was perfectly intelligible ; the Medi
terranean was the lifeline of British Empire, and the Arabian lands
were the key to the Eastern world. Now the British Empire a t the
end of the lifeline has been given away ; also the Mediterranean
was closed by aeroplane and submarine for two years in the last
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war and may be closed for ever in the next by one hydrogen bomb
in the region of the Suez Canal. But the chicken with its head cut
olf continues to move in the same way as when it was alive ; British
officialdom carries on in the same way because British government
lacks a new idea. The European peoples have no longer any
conflicting interests in the Mediterranean, but they have a common
interest : they need the union of themselves and of their sister
Arab peoples to contain the spread of communism ; they may
need, also, a springboard in the Eastern Mediterranean to strike
at the Russian flank in the event of a Russian advance against
Europe. All European interests in the Mediterranean are now
identical and should be united for effective action. It was Bonaparte
who first saw that the Eastern Mediterranean was the key to the
world ; his realism would be the first to-day to understand that
the strategic facts have changed, but his successors in present
British statesmanship have not yet understood.
How often in history are inferior minds imprisoned within the
magic circle drawn by some commanding intelligence long after
all compulsion o f reality has vanished.
From boon companion to Blackpool bogey
Happily one neo-Napoleonic figure is left which can adjust
itself to the changing circumstances with singular rapidity. All
are now well accustomed to Sir Winston Churchill’s quick change
act from the god of war in the German scene to the dove of peace
in the Russian scene of the constantly changing charade of British
parliamentarianism. The reasons may not be very apparent, as
everything Sir Winston once said against the worst of the Nazis
would seem to the ordinary man to be doubly true of the best of
the Bolsheviks, but this radiant metamorphosis from strife to
tranquility is now accepted with the resignation o f custom by a
temporarily weary people. Yet surely he goes too far in sacrificing
the boon companion of so many banquets on the arid altar of
Blackpool. After stating that Hitler had taken his shame to hell
he informed the Conservative Conference : “ Stalin was for many
years dictator of Russia, and the more I have studied his career,
the more I am shocked by the terrible mistakes he made and the
utter ruthlessness he showed to men and masses with whom he
acted. When Hitler had been destroyed, Stalin made himself our
principal object of dread. After our joint victory became certain,
his conduct divided the world again. He seemed to be carried
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away by the dream of world domination. He actually reduced
a third of Europe to a Soviet satellite condition under compulsory
communism.”
“ They are not long, the days of wine and roses,” sings the Con
servative poet. At Yalta — happy, slap happy Yalta — some
months after Stalin had deliberately secured the slaughter in Warsaw
of the flower of the Polish people whom Churchill fought the war
to save, the British Prime Minister was moved to the following
utterance : “ It is no exaggeration or compliment of a florid kind
when I say we regard Marshal Stalin’s life as most precious to the
hopes and hearts of us a l l . . . we feel we have a friend whom we
can tru st” (Triumph and Tragedy, page 315). No one can deny
that Sir Winston Churchill showed a capacity for rapid adjustment
unusual in a Conservative by his Blackpool reference to his trusted
friend, and boon companion o f Potsdam. “ So I filled a small size
claret glass of brandy for him and another for myself. I looked
at him significantly. We both drained our glasses at a stroke and
gazed approvingly at one another ” (page 579). But die claim o f
his hopeful successor that he was the greatest man on earth would
have been more broadly based if in 1939 he had made the speech
he delivered at Blackpool in 1954 with the alteration o f one word :
“ While I have life and strength I shall persevere in seeking friend
ship with the people of Germany ” . The prospects o f mankind
would have been brighter, but not the prospects o f Mr. Churchill.
He can take his shame to the next dinner party.
EUROPEAN

THE COMING CRISIS
MARKETS, EXCHANGES
AND TAXATION II
by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY
The first necessity of effective action in politics and economics
is to get rid of the adolescents and bring in the adults. All the
tools for adult work are there: the ever-increasing triumphs o f
science release the boundless wealth of Nature from land, sea, and
even from the air. But these adult tools in the hands o f adolescense
can soon blow the world up. The trouble has got to go faT enough
8
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to show that the adolescents are no good, but not far enough to
produce the big bang. It is a ticklish business, but far from hope
less. Let us not shrink back into dismay ; let us rather be stimul
ated by the dangers and inspired by the opportunities o f this great
age. T hat is the way o f men.
W hat then should we do with opportunity 1 The supreme
opportunity o f this period is the union o f Europe and the joint
development o f Africa by all Europeans. Europe a nation would
pool and commonly possess the African colonies. Ample living
space would be found for the coloured population in rich and
fertile territory which is unsuitable to white occupation.1
The combined manpower o f Europe would develop a living
room containing our own supply o f raw materials and our own
markets, within which the European genius could speedily build
the highest civilisation the world has yet seen. The sufficiency of
raw materials would be clearly assured. We come back to the
question of markets as the central problem of the industrial
revolution.
It is necessary for government by deliberate policy to equate
production and consumption ; apart from that, the less govern
ment intervention in economic matters the better. For this purpose
it is necessary to operate within an area large enough to be
independent of outside supplies, and consequently independent of
outside disturbance. The task is then greatly to raise the purchasing
power o f the people until their demand as consumers can equal
their production, after the requirements o f capital outlay for new
developments have been satisfied. Government and trade unions
must act together to raise wages equally through comparable
industries over the whole field of industry. The sum total of
purchasing power thus created must be sufficient to evoke and
maintain the full productive power o f industry. As science increases
the power to produce, consumptive power must be increased
proportionately. This lifting o f the market to a higher level must
be given statutory authority, and the subsequent increases, which
will later become necessary, must be the subject of systematic
organisation.2
It should be illegal for any man or any organisation to pay lower
wages than a rival in the same sphere of industry ; anyone may
undercut a rival by greater efficiency but not by paying lower wages.
‘See The European, April 1954. The African Problem and England's Future.
2FOr industrial organisation see European Socialism, The European, May 1954.
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The undercutting of cheap labour competition will be illegal within
and prevented from without.
The basic necessity is an area large enough to contain all
necessary raw materials and to provide a full market for the pro
duction of its own industries, coupled with the complete control
of imports from outside. In the early days imports from inside
will be virtually excluded ; when the system is functioning smoothly
an exchange of specialities from various climes will be peimitted
and encouraged. It is the control of imports and not the control
of exchanges that is the key. It would not make the slightest
difference if a man in Europe-Africa exchanged purchasing power
in that area for another man’s purchasing power in America ;
it would not even make any difference to-day if an Englishman in
London exchanged his right to drink a glass of beer for a Belgian’s
right to drink a glass of red wine in Brussels, if we were not blinded
by all the mumbo jumbo of exchange control and the financial
sorcery of all the wizards who make profits from obscurantism.
It is the movement of goods in and out of countries which matters
in terms of economic reality, not the movement of money. But
the movement of goods is permitted because it means big money
for big men ; it is part of the financial process of the international
trading system and the prime means of usury. The reasonable
movement of money is not permitted, because it only means
freedom for relatively little men to spend their own cash where
they like. If we control imports absolutely, we can give freedom
to any individual — great or small — to exchange his own money
in our system for another man’s money in another system. The
exchange can be entirely free ; the rate of exchange can move
freely — look after itself — provided the economy is protected by
complete import control. It would not affect our economic
situation at all. What menaces our economic position is the
entry into our area of goods which are produced by labour living
on a far lower standard of life, but equipped with the same means
of production. In addition we are at present tied down by the
international trading system to competing with such goods on
world markets in an effort to sell abroad sufficient exports to buy
the foods and raw materials we cannot produce at home in our
restricted living space. If we give industry freedom from such
competition we can give the individual freedom in his private
affairs ; the more the better.
How, then, would fresh capital be raised for industry within a
10
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system which completely controlled imports 7 It is clear at once,
o f course, that foreign capital entering the nation o f Europe-Africa
would be subject to its government instead o f government being
subject to foreign capital as it is at present.
Loans from one
country to another can only be finally implemented by the move
ment o f goods, which provide the equipment, etc., the borrower
lacks. As imports o f any kind could only enter the country by
permission of the government, the terms could be laid down by
government. Finance would then serve us, instead of us serving
finance. A nd there would be plenty o f competition to serve us
in this way — in the provision o f capital to develop Africa, etc. —
as the outside capitalist economies began to fail because they had
devised no means to absorb their production at home, and required,
as usual, a foreign o u tlet The more our system succeeded, and
their systems failed, the greater would be the competition, not to
hurt us but to help us ; a welcome change from present under
cutting on world markets. If, on the other hand, in the early
stages, panic were engineered against us and a “ capital flight”
took place, it would be a purely monetary transaction which could
do us no harm in terms o f economic reality. Under a system which
completely controlled external imports a man who wished to move
his money would have to find a similar person elsewhere to exchange
the currency o f another country with him. If money were mostly
leaving the country this exchange rate would move adversely and
an automatic check would occur. But whatever the external
exchange rate, the internal economy of the country would in these
conditions be unaffected, because it would possess an area large
enough to contain its own supply o f raw materials and its own
market, based on the high purchasing power o f its own people.
It would, further, possess its own internal banking system, which
would base credit on the reality o f production. New capital for
fresh developments could easily be provided by the great production
o f such a system and the saving for investment of the people, who will
be earnig more ; a surplus could also be set a side by industry itself for
new development while leaving ample for wages and profits as incentive
to fresh effort. To deny thisis todeny the power o f modem science and
the productive potential o f modem technique ; they are great facts
which cannot be denied, and they become more cogent every year.
Outsiders might help us in our early days to get going quicker,
but they would only be let in on our terms. Nothing would be
essential but the mind, will and spirit o f the European.
11
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Before the war we suggested that an insulated system could be
constructed within the British E m pire; it could have been. A t
that time we possessed great financial resources which dated from
our previous period of monopoly in world trade and could have
enabled us to purchase any capital equipment that we could not
produce with sufficient speed and in sufficient quantity in Britain.
We also had unlimited manpower ; Indians, for instance, would
then have been only too glad to go to Africa under contract for
pioneer work, and to return to their own land after receiving a
good reward for helping us (now they go as agitators for an aggress
ive Indian nationalism which hopes to replace a failing white
ascendancy over blacks with a more skilful, or more hypocritical,
brown ascendancy).
Since the war we have thrown away all hope of such assistance
in Empire development. We ourselves have not even sufficient
manpower for our own mines and agriculture in these islands.
How can it any longer be argued that we can now find men and
resources to develop what is left of the Empire — and with sufficient
speed ? It could have been done over a considerable period of
years with our pre-war resources which were thrown away in the
late war ; but the Tory Party which was in office before the war
had not even completed the geological survey of the Empire they
kept for after-dinner speeches. It just is not a real policy any
longer to speak of saving England by single-handed empire develop
ment. The job has to be done in a great hurry, and it is a big job.
We need new partners and new resources ; we turn naturally to
our own kin in Europe.
It may be replied that loans and resources from America will
develop the Empire. The objection is that the m an who pays the
piper calls the tune and most of us think American money power
has quite sufficient influence over us already. But even if America
pays, where is the manpower to come from 1 Does anyone imagine
*here would be a rush of Germans, Italians, and other vital people,
whom we need to help us in this task, to develop something labelled
British, and American owned ? Let us on the other hand say to
the crowded peoples of Europe : “ We English, French and others
who own Africa, invite our brother Europeans to come in with us,
own it together, develop it together, build a new life together —
Africa belongs to Europe a Nation ”. We shall then see an in
spiration of the European spirit and an upsurge o f the European
energy in a passionate creative genius which will surprise the world.
12
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We must move with, these hard times away from the old world of
dead ideas to the new world of fresh thoughts and living fa ith ;
the old imperial idea is dead — slain by the Tory parricides in their
fool war.
The central idea is simple enough ; over-simple some will say.
Yet most decisive ideas are in their nature simple, like great events,
and great men. The detail, of course, will require much study and
working out, but in principle it is not impossible to pool European
resources ; then within that great trading atea to raise wages and
salaries until purchasing power equates production. The thought
has long been bom and the practice has already been implemented
in small and limited experiments by scientific methods. Even the
frantic pump priming of America works for a little until the handlehappy lads flood the garden, because they have not even yet thought
out carefully enough how to measure, let alone control, the water
level ; still less have they been concerned with the more vital
task o f canalising the flow. It certainly can be done, but it requires
an effort of the will as well as of the mind because it breaks through
tradition and vested interest. It needs strong government supported
by a popular movement which is wise and tolerant enough to use
all the best minds and methods that already exist.
F or instance, the work o f bankers is at present largely disruptive ;
equipping sweated labour to produce cheap goods, then moving
them about the world to reap great profits by destroying higher
standards o f life. But the same energy and skill, the same traditional
knowledge and slowly-acquired technique, could be used for creative
rather than destructive purposes with a new inspiration. The
real purpose o f finance is to get things done quickly, and to move
goods around. A t present it gets things going in the wrong
direction and moves goods to the wrong place. In basic principle
these complex operations can be reduced to a certain simplicity.
We need a change of direction : we need above all a lead in a new
creative effort.
I have often found it necessary to criticise the Civil Service.
The new inflated bureaucracy is the curse of the period, but the
hard core — that lean and muscular professional Civil Service,
which is surrounded and impeded by this fatty degeneration —
remains a fine instrument on which any creative mind must Tely ;
and he can do so with confidence. I worked for a year in the
Treasury as a Minister proposing measures with which Treasury
officials at that time felt impelled to disagree, but I could never
13
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have asked for more loyal or capable colleagues. Whether they
agree or disagree with the policy, they will put their whole energy
and ability into its operation once a clear decision has been given
by a resolute government which knows its own mind. The trouble
with the Civil Service is not obstruction but lack o f decision from
above. The obstructionists are really the small fry who drifted
in with the war and bureaucratic socialism, and will find themselves
floating out with more than natural speed when a real government
takes over. The relief of the real Civil Service will be as great as
that of the country.
When we come to the question o f taxation we depend largely
on statistics which are only available to government. The loyalty
and ability of the real Civil Service is then o f param ount importance.
Few things prove in hard practice to be more ridiculous than the
amateur figuring of political parties in opposition ; their estimates
are almost always falsified by the fuller information of office.
What matters is to have clear principles which rest on basic truths,
and to have the will to apply them. A determined government
can then wrestle them th ro u g h ; but it must know its own mind
and have a mind to know. At this stage it is only honest to declare
main principles ; it is dishonest in the fashion of many politicians
to pretend to detailed knowledge which the Civil Service alone
possesses.
Our first principle is that direct taxation must be cut — slashed.
Far too high a proportion of the national income goes in taxation ;
the incentive to earn is thereby frustrated and production greatly
reduced. That burden of taxation falls far too much on the
energetic and thrifty instead o f on the spendthrift. In crude
summary we say : release the doers to create and let the fools
pay. We begin with a big reduction in direct taxation ; the
abolition of P.A.Y.E. and a much lower standard rate o f income
tax. That is the basic principle. To achieve it we are ready to
cut clean through current prejudice and to use novel methods.
The first and easiest method to raise the means is to nationalise
gambling and to run public lotteries. The immense sums spent
in England on various ways o f betting, open and cbncealed, could
lift a great burden from the backs of those who only w ant to work
and save. About the only thing that should be nationalised —
in the old-fashioned sense of the State running it — is gambling.
Nearly everyone likes to have a flutter, but whatever profits exist
in this form of unnecessary spending should go to the State in
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these hard times. We will nationalise gambling. If the Churches
say I shall therefore be damned, I must reply with great respect:
" Well, I’ll be damned ” . But I do not believe it. The State has
no right to stop gambling ; it is an unjustifiable interference with
a personal liberty. But, if gambling exists, the State rather than
private concerns has the right to profit by it. This cutting of a
traditional knot would alone resolve many of our financial
problems.
In further principle we would reduce indirect taxation on the
necessities of the poor but increase indirect taxation on all forms
of unnecessary spending, whether o f the rich or the poor. The
luxury spending of the rich would naturally be heaviest hit as they
have far more to spend in this way. Luxuiy spending would only
be regarded as wrong until the new system was really working and
all had more than enough. Our old principle, “ none shall stuff
while others starve,” still stands ; it will again become an evident
necessity o f justice in the coming situation, which the follies of tbe
old parties are now creating. In essential principle our taxation
will fall on spending, not on income ; on what a man gives out and
not on what he brings in. Several ingenious systems have been
suggested at various times and in diverse places to secure this end.
Our method would be a dynamic pragmatism ; as I have often
explained, we do not treat economic principles like the old tablets
of stone. Practical questions of how to sweep the kitchen floor
in the best and quickest way cannot become for us articles of eternal
faith ; these are matters for the engineers and mechanics o f states
manship, whose role is vital but not priestly.
Our principle of taxing spending rather than income could be
implemented by the old-fashioned method of reducing direct
taxation and increasing indirect taxation on everything but the
necessities of the people, whose present burdens should be lifted :
or with the aid o f the new experts we might work out more modem
and scientific methods. But, in any case, it can and will be done.
Our approach to the social services and what is called the welfare
state starts from the statistical fact that the average working family
at present pays more than double in taxes what it receives in benefit
from the welfare state. We would therefore organise voluntary
services in a contributory system which would be accompanied
by our guarantee that reductions in taxation would exceed the
contributions people would pay in order to draw out present
benefits. We should thereby restore the sound and honest
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principles of self help and self reliance to national life. The same
measure would restore freedom for individuals to decide for them
selves what benefits they want, instead o f being mulcted by taxation
they cannot avoid and handed back in return a lesser value in benefits
they do not want.
An operation so drastic is necessary in order again to release the
flow of the nation’s lifeblood. Let men and women work and
earn ; let them keep what they earn ; let them save as they wish
and build up their own businesses and fortunes ; let the fool and
the spendthrift pay until the workers, the earners and the savers
have made the country strong and rich again; then everyone can
spend as they like, when they have earned enough to spend. These
are serious times and the danger will soon be mortal; England is
threatened not only from without but from within. We are paralysed
by bureaucracy and throttled by restrictions and taxation; it cannot
last. Let the people breathe; let them live.
Such are the principles we believe to be vital. They are possible
to apply because they are in accord with nature which loves the
energetic and the self-reliant; whenever nature is denied, life in the
end is lost. But let us never forget what civilisation should add to
nature; the strong must be free to create, but they must be kind to
the weak.
Within an area so great as Europe-Africa we have room in which
a people so great as the European can live and grow freely. A smaller
room is not enough in this age of modem science which reduces size
and space. A larger area is too big for healthy development; it
would be unworkable and unmoral without plan or principle. When
we consider the difficulties inherent even in the union of the Euro
peans it does not take long to find the answer to those international
ists who talk of an immediate world union. In this phase of world
affairs family life is not only a healthy thing, but the only practical
means of existence. Europe is a family o f similar peoples. Why
should not the world develop along family lines o f similar peoples
living together in adequate space for their own development ? If all
have enough we can live in friendship with other peoples, without
ruling others or interfering with other systems; modem science,
joined to the sufficiency o f food and raw materials which certainly
exists in the various living spaces of the earth’s surface should
provide more than enough for all. Let us live and let live. But
let the first decision to live, and live greatly, be the European. We
can again show the way to mankind.
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A N ECONOMIC WARNING:
PROFESSOR ROBINSON
AND THE FARMERS
by ROBERT ROW
T IS STILL widely believed that Britain can continue making
a living by exporting manufactures. This is regarded as the
only way to make a living in the modern world. Britain, runs the
argument, is a highly industrialised country with a long tradition
of industrial skills and technique which can compete with all on
world markets. It is thickly populated, and only five per cent o f
the working population is in agriculture ; even if it were desirable
to grow more food a t home there is not the manpower nor the soil
available. Therefore, winds up the argument, it is necessary that
Britain should concentrate on exports.
M ost o f those who challenge this placid frame o f mind are
considered economic heretics, if not lunatics. Professor Austin
Robinson, of Cambridge University, has escaped this hasty classifica
tion, yet his address on food and economics to the British Association
has been received as a “ gloomy ” assessment of the future. The
daily press, from the Financial Times to the News Chronicle, considers
him far too dismal. To survey the long-term prospect when the
press is revelling in a short-term boom is never popular — but let
us see w hat the Professor has to say about the future.
H e begins by going back into the economic past. In 1688,
Britain was still a mainly self-sufficient country. Only five per cent
o f the things the country consumed came from abroad. This
small need to im port moreover presented few difficulties : Britain
was becoming a strong mercantile and naval power, and even
exported -grain.
During the course of the next two centuries the position radically
changed. Britain became the leading — almost the only — in
dustrialised country on earth, exporting manufactures to every
backward country. The financial and manufacturing classes
amassed great wealth, but Britain became increasingly dependent on
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imports of food and raw materials, until by 1880 these reached
thirty-three per cent of the net national income.
This was the Industrial Revolutionary period. The rise o f new
factories lured many labourers from the land. The opening up
o f the American prairies enabled cheap food to be im ported :
this brought near-ruin to British agriculture, driving thousands of
fanners and labourers to the towns. In addition, the factories
needed raw materials, much of which had to be im ported. Finance
also was interested in imports, since these brought the dividends
from the backward countries where finance had sunk its loans.
Professor Robinson points out that to move workers from
agriculture to industry has benefitted the country in general. He
estimates that, in 1870, the average farm worker was more valuable
in his output than was the average industrial worker. By 1937,
however, on the test of “ market ” values, he was only two-thirds
as valuable as the industrial worker. Yet it can be argued th at this
was no fair test in 1937, when the country was flooded by cheap
imported food. Roughly three hundred and eighty millions pounds
came in, against two hundred and twenty millions pounds produced
at home. British agriculture was depressed and neglected. In
such conditions even the finest work failed to get the “ m arket”
value it deserved.
From a strictly mercantile point of view, Britain enjoyed great
advantages because of its early transition from an agricultural to
an industrial society. But Professor Robinson sees th at this
advantage has gone. Ever since the mid-nineteenth century the
incentive to move resources from the land to the factory has operated
in other countries.
“ Over the greater part o f the last eighty years there has been
an advantage to any country anywhere (with exceptions in
Australasia and South America) which moved resources out o f
agriculture into industry and which imported primary products.”
Britain, it is true, kept a strong lead because o f its technical
achievements and financial resources. I t became industrialised to
such an extent as to be highly dependent on maintaining great
exports. But Professor Robinson believes this lead cannot last —
or, at least, not sufficiently to enable Britain to live by exporting.
He points to the rapid drift towards industrialisation throughout
the world. Britain’s former monopoly for quickness o f economic
change now has many rivals ; competition in traditional exports
and over a wide field of markets is growing.
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It will grow, says Professor Robinson, until it will become difficult
for Britain to earn enough exchange to buy food from abroad.
He concludes that far more food must be grown at home. He
foresees that Britain’s position will be more like Western Germany’s,
where sixteen per cent o f the male working population is in
agriculture and twenty-five per cent of the food imported, while in
Britain the figures are five per cent and fifty per cent.
Professor Robinson’s views have been strikingly supported by
Mr. C. H. Colton, president o f the British Textile Federation. In
the latter’s opinion, the industrialisation of the East has gone so
far that non-communist countries in Asia will produce one-third
of the world’s textiles next year, and one-half in five years’ time.
N or will this process be confined to textiles alone. India is setting
out to become a big producer of steel, and already turns out cars,
chemicals, cement, light engineering, with plans for the production
o f aircraft and agricultural machinery. Japan operates in a still
wider field, a menace not only to Lancashire but the entire Midlands
as well. Science is on the side of cheap la b o u r; the tendency
to-day is production of machines covering a wider range of opera
tions and being simpler to manipulate. I t may be an advantage
for the machine-minding “ worker ” to be an Asiatic in the fore
seeable future. Push-button factories will be less soul-destroying
for the patient Oriental than for the more active and individualistic
Westerner.
But Professor Robinson’s realism has not been well received
by the press, which accuses him of spreading gloom and despon
dency, when every City editor is agog with current prosperity. The
News Chronicle concedes that times are changing, but that Britain
will soon adapt itself to new conditions.
“ F or example,” it agrees, “ we have lost our trade in cotton
goods. But we sell the textile machinery to other countries. In
Qie decades ahead we shall help to industrialise other countries
whose peoples will develop newer and more costly tastes.”
I t is a strange belief which holds that prosperity “ in the decades
a h e a d ” rests on equipping Britain’s future competitors. But let
the News Chronicle develop its theme.
“ The peoples o f West Africa will switch from bicycles to
motor-cycles and then to motor-cars. They will want radios
and TV sets, locomotives and in time atomic power stations.”
This is a beautiful theory, and has comforted many an orthodox
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heart. But it has a fatal flaw, contained in the very next sentence
uttered by this orthodox Liberal newspaper.
“ Provided we remain efficient, and that British industry invests
enough to keep itself abreast o f its competitors . . .”
There is the crux of the matter. British industry is n o t investing
anything like enough to keep abreast o f its rivals. It is no t remaining
“ efficient ” in the capitalist sense o f the word. Its international
competitors can undercut it because o f their lower wages.
If
Britain can produce motor-cycles and the rest o f it, then so can
Germany, Japan and India. They are doing so to-day, and at
lower prices, which West Africa and other markets appreciate.
It is significant that The Economist does no t blindly assume
that acclimatisation is going to be easy.
“ Britain’s place in the world economy will depend n o t only
on the things that other countries try to make in competition
with us, but also on the things they will want to buy and the ways
in which those goods can most economically be made. Does
the world stand at the tail-end of the old industrial revolution,
in whose processes under-developed countries are clearly going
to catch up ? Or does it stand on the verge o f a new scientific
revolution — an age of jets and atomic power and synthetic
materials — in which the advantages of an early start are going
to be even greater than in the industrial revolution of the last
century?”
But it is not convinced that an early start — such as Britain
possesses now — is all that matters.
“ The fear is that if industrial production becomes more
capital-intensive and complex, this will not lead mainly to a shift
in the balance of economic advantage from poorer countries
to B ritain; it will lead to a shift in that advantage from all
countries to the United States. That is one o f the reasons for
fearing the continuance — perhaps one should say the re-emerg
ence — of a long-term dollar gap, at any rate at present terms
of exchange.”
That fear is very real. Britain looks like falling between two
industrial stools, on the one hand losing ground in the older in
dustries like textiles, bicycles and light engineering to the newlyindustrialised countries, some o f them Asiatic; on the other, with
not sufficient capital resources to compete on world markets against
the vast industrial groupings necessary for the mass-production o f
complex products like jets and synthetics, such as are arising in the
United States.
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If Britain is driven out of both fields then the future is black
indeed. Competition from Asia on the one hand and America
on the other points to hunger in Britain, where only one worker
in twenty produces food. Professor Robinson is therefore on
sound ground when he says that Britain must grow more food.
Yet this does not involve a reduction of living standards, as he
seems to believe.
There is plenty of room for a great revival of British agriculture.
The conditions exist in this country for a much higher rate of
production. Much good land is not farmed to the full. There are
up to twenty-two million acres of “ marginal ” land and “ rough
grazings,” which can be brought into better production. Great
skill in husbandry exists in these islands, and the climate is one of
the best in the world for growing food. Given a long-term policy,
and adequate credit facilities, the farmer will recover his confidence
and be able to plan over a number o f years to raise production
considerably.
Yet this is not enough. Britain has only two-thirds of an acre
per head of the population. Even at the highest level it is very
doubtful if British agriculture could support the population at the
standard it enjoys to-day. But Britain still possesses great spaces
in Africa. When developed under sound agricultural manage
ment a great am ount o f food can be grown there to supplement
production at home. The empty lands o f an untouched continent,
under wise and careful husbandry, are the potential estates of the
future that will make good our lack of space.
Professor Robinson is fundamentally right- The growing in
dustrialisation o f the world means that Britain will be driven out
o f world markets. But to stay in an antiquated world trading
system means a stunted future on an overcrowded island and the
straining o f home resources to a dangerous degree. To add the
immense scope o f Africa to those home resources means a greater
freedom for farming initiative, the absence o f fear of famine, and
indeed an even higher standard than anything which Britain has
known.
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CIVILISATION AND DECAY
A NOTE ON BROOKS ADAMS
by PETER WHIGHAM
he Law of Civilisation and Decay was first published in London

r

in 1895, by Sonnenschein, at the author’s expense. It was
a forerunner of Spengler, one of the first o f the recent cyclical
interpretations, a germinative book. Unfortunately, probably
owing to some obscure copyright clauses it is at present unavailable
for sale outside the United States. One is forced to seek out
either a large public library, or a friend o r relative living in America
who can obtain a copy privately. The scarcity of the book abroad,
and the consequent necessity o f reminding people of its existence
and importance, is the only reason for this note. The Law has
probably had a considerable if hitherto undetected influence on
inuch conservative sociological thinking in this country since the
beginning of the century. Coming, as it does, not only from
America, but from a member of one of America’s two greatest
families, the force of its arguments is rendered all the more powerful.
Brooks Adams saw clearly the thickening of moral and artistic
values, the erasing of hierarchic distinctions, the cheapening of
every non-material instinct, which democratic-liberalism demands
as the price of its own realisation. Equally clearly he perceived
that money — unrelated to commodities, or to anything save
itself (the idea that it rests even on the narrow base o f gold being
simply not true) has always formed the perfect agent o f this levelling
force. In his fine book, The Conservative Mind, Russell Kirk
somewhat unwillingly admits Adams to his Pantheon o f Conserva
tive thinkers. He does not go quite so far as to suggest that Adams’
whole book is no more than a protracted essay in irony, but the
idea provides him with the opportunity o f making an amusing
aside. For Adams, repelled by the gross materialism o f his time
and place, with fear of its rapid increase, yearning for the lost
societies of the America of his great-grandfather, o f Jefferson,
o f Fisher Ames, advocates, in page after page o f his book, con
formity to the natural swing o f events which, under the impulse
of forces outside man’s power to control has in the past caused
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the rise and ruin o f Rome, Byzantium, Venice, and will be bound
in the future to repeat a roughly similar pattern elsewhere. As
might be expected from an Adams, the style is strong, gloomy,
sardonic. The following passage provides the kernel o f his thesis
and gives a fair example o f his power o f exposition :
In proportion as movement accelerates societies consolidate,
and as societies consolidate they pass through a profound
intellectual change. Energy ceases to find vent through the
imagination, and takes the form o f capital ; hence as civiliza
tions advance, the imaginative temperament tends to disappear,
while the economic instinct is fostered, and thus substantially
new varieties of men come to possess the world.
Nothing so portentous overhangs humanity as this mysterious
and relentless acceleration o f movement, which changes methods
of competition and alters paths of trade. . . .
The Romans amassed the treasure by which they administered
their Empire, through the plunder and enslavement o f the world.
The Empire cemented by that treasure crumbled when adverse
exchanges carried the bullion of Italy to the shore o f the Bos
phorus. An accelerated movement among the semi-barbarians
of the West caused the agony o f the crusades, amidst which
Constantinople fell as the Italian cities rose ; while Venice and
Genoa, and with them the whole Arabic civilization shrivelled,
when Portugal established direct communication with Hindostan.
The opening o f the ocean as a highroad precipitated the
Reformation, and built up Antwerp, while in the end it ruined
Spain.. . .
Brooks Adams believes that the phases o f human society reflect
a cynical and not a progressive or “ Darwinian ” developm ent;
he is not, however, rigidly deterministic, for he does not believe
that events ever precisely repeat themselves. All history appears
to him as a record of social movement from a dispersed or diffused
state of living to a centralised or consolidated one — and then
back again. He treats money as a major historical determinant,
even speaking of it as though it were of itself capable of energising
activities, and not merely the channels o f such. But his history,
although it may fairly be accounted a materialistic interpretation,
is not a purely economic one. H e makes no detailed or consistent
study o f economics on its own account. He is interested rather
in the psychological results which various economic “ laws ” have
tended to produce — at least, in certain European types. There
are, he says, two basic emotional compulsions in man : that of
Fear, and that o f Greed. In a dispersed state, Fear is the motive
force in men’s lives. Fear produces men o f an imaginative type :
the soldier, the priest, and the artist. As capital accumulates
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under their fructifying activities society consolidates, and Greed’
taking the place of Fear, breeds a new psychological type, th at o f
the economic man. The predatory acquisitiveness o f this type
is incarnate in the figure o f the usurer. It is in his interest to
maintain in existence a large debtor class permanently unable to
relieve itself of its debts. The rise o f the usurer prefigures the
decline of the nation. When the productive powers o f the nation
have been stifled by the pressure of purely monetary forms o f
competition, this usocratic class will follow their dispersed capital
to the fresh markets of exchange which are in process o f forming
new centres of consolidation, and the country will lapse again into
a state of social localism and stagnation.
It is probably more important that we should understand Brooks
Adams’ thesis than that we should believe it. I have no doubt
that it represents one facet of that ironic datum — ultimate truth.
But it is also true that certain flaws do appear, at least in exposition.
In the second paragraph of his introduction he naively assumes
both the possibility, and the desirability, o f scientific dispassionacy
in historic method. He forgets, in the first place, th at he is Brooks
Adams ; secondly, that he must select his facts ; and thirdly,
that a material fact or complex o f facts (such as the historian must
deal with) can only have any meaning when related to some ethical
or spiritual fact or complex of facts, to something, that is, on a
removed plane — the very word “ meaning ” at once indicates
an interpretive field of reference. Actually, the evidence which
Brooks Adams produces does, in spite o f his protestations, bear
marks of selection. The “ law ” does not appear to arise from the
facts, as he claims. On the contrary, the facts seem strung around
the “ law ” ; but this may well be — and indeed I believe is —
mainly a matter of style. He is inclined to theorise, and somewhat
repetitively, between each of the examples he produces o f his
“ law ” in action.
Henry Adams at once felt the unsatisfactory nature o f the book,
despite its brilliance. In its economic aspect the evidence is
psychological ; and in its psychological aspect the evidence is
extremely partial. Man as a complete psychological complex
does not appear ; he is a creature merely of compulsions. Is he
not also, and more distinctively, a creature of impulsions ? There
is lacking an analysis of that directio voluntatis which distinguishes
man from the animals. Such an analysis would have supplied
what Henry Adams sought: an account of why man has failed ;
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why he appears bound to some arbitrary determinist routine.
Brooks Adams, in a letter to his brother, explicitly refused to
approach the question “ w h y ”. Admittedly, had he allowed
himself to do so, he would have had to have written an entirely
different sort o f book. Nevertheless his psychological understanding
o f man as the victim o f alternating compulsions o f Fear and Greed
is grotesquely lop-sided.
Another major flaw is the failure satisfactorily to define what he
means by civilisation. It is hardly enough to contrast it with
barbarism, or to equate it with a state of social consolidation.
It would have been better to have used another word for such a
purpose ; for surely the twelfth century represents a higher level
than the thirteenth or fourteenth, when consolidation was more
advanced. Brooks Adams does not seem at all clear at what precise
point in, so to speak, the cyclical swing of the pendulum, man may
come nearest to realising the good society of his desires. (It would
o f course be just this point of expression that we should wish to
render as constant as our inconstant human psyches might permit.)
In determining where this point may lie, Brooks Adams’ work is
of distinct, although indirect, value. He admires (as who does
not ?) the early Gothic ; but he admits that the Gothic could
never have developed without the ogive which was introduced
only as a result of European contact with the then centralised
Levant. Probably he admires the Romanesque of San Vitale
more even than the early Gothic o f St. Denys. But this is nowhere
made clear. He asserts, moreover, that the substitution of fresco
for mosaic work reflects the growing ascendency of the economic
instinct. But what of Byzantium ? He would have it that the
introduction o f perspective values was due to the same causes ;
that the Renaissance patron demanded realism in letters as well
as in art. But was this true of Byzantium, a city of great wealth,
where admittedly the spirit o f scepticism flourished long before the
Renaissance ? Generally, in matters o f art, Brooks Adams is
inclined to treat the imaginative impulse as though it acted in the
void. Imagination is properly the servant of the intellect. The
finest, and it may be the greatest, works of art have been the result
of imagination tempered with scepticism ; but one would hardly
infer this from a study of the Law.
A book which serves to unravel much of this rather untidy aspect
o f Brooks Adams’ masterwork is the Guide to Kulchur by Ezra
Pound.
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FALKLAND IMPRESSIONS
by GEOFFREY VERNON
HIS treeless, windswept waste,” said the Encyclopaedia
Britamica. I had consulted it when appointed to a
Colonial Service post in the Falkland Islands, o f which I had for
gotten the little I had learned at sch o o l; the bare facts which the
encyclopaedia now recalled to memory — that the Falklands lie
some three hundred miles off the coast of Argentina and about
three hundred and fifty miles north-east o f Cape H orn. They
consist of two main islands — East Falkland and West Falkland,
each about fifty miles from north to south and from east to west,
and a dozen or so smaller islands, some inhabited by several families
and others by a single family or person. If uninhabited islets,
some mere rocks, are included, the total runs into more than one
hundred. They are probably of volcanic origin and an extension
of the great Andes chain, running down the length of the South
American continent. The total population is about 2,500, of
whom 1,300 live in Port Stanley, on East Falkland.
With spirits dampened by this information I sailed for
Montevideo, where passengers for the Falklands transferred to
the Lafonia, a steamer of six hundred tons which plied monthly
between the islands, the Chilean po rt o f Punta Arenas, and
Montevideo. (The neighbouring Argentinian p o rt o f Buenos
Aires was carefully avoided because o f Argentina’s claim to the
Falklands and her consequent refusal to recognise the Lafimia's
Falkland registration, certificate of seaworthiness, etc.)
The thousand-mile voyage between Montevideo and P o rt Stanley
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was a nightmare o f seasickness, but on the fourth morning we all
crawled from our bunks for a glimpse of the Falklands on the
horizon, for some a welcome sight of home again, for others a
first impression of an unknown land. The smudge on the distant
horizon began to take shape and form and became a bare, bleak
coastline, behind which towered a broken mountain range, equally
uninviting. Then, a series of tacks to port and starboard and the
ship entered the mouth of the seven-mile long natural harbour,
near the head of which lies Port Stanley.
It seemed as if the entire population had turned out to welcome
home the Lafonia, her passengers and crew. Her monthly arrival
with mail from “ home,” newspapers, periodicals and books, and
a variety o f commodities ordered from England invariably aroused
wild excitement. In addition, the islanders on board were to be
welcomed by relatives and friends — and strangers to be inspected
with considerable curiosity.
If I were to imply, however, that this curiosity contained any
suspicion or hostility I should grievously libel the islanders. Many
o f them were o f Scottish origin or descent and they had brought
from their native Scotland (or more often from the Hebrides, the
Shetlands and the islands beyond, so similar to the Falklands)
all the proverbial charm and hospitality o f the Scot. Many o f the
remaining families were descended from the beachcombers who
had been stranded there when their sailing-ships had been wrecked
on the islands, after battling their way around Cape Horn from the
Pacific which so often belied its name. As many of these sailors
had hailed from the great maritime lands o f Scandinavia, it was no
surprise to find the Petersens and the Andersens living among the
Macdonalds and the McGregors. England was also well repre
sented and I recall at least one Welshman, far from his homeland
but near his kinsmen in their thriving colony in Patagonia.
Port Stanley is the only town in the Falkland islands. A village
by English standards, it is in fact a city, with an Anglican cathedral,
seat of the Bishop o f the Falkland Islands, whose see covers
Argentina and Chile and enables him to visit the islands at only
three-yearly intervals. (There was also a small Catholic church
and a flourishing Nonconformist chapel.) There were six or
seven streets running parallel to the quay, along the side of a
hill which sloped up from the waterside. They ended abruptly
almost as soon as they passed the last houses. Most of the houses
were of wood, as brick and stone had to be imported and were
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reserved for the Governor’s house and other im portant buildings.
Port Stanley boasted a West End and an East End ; Government
House stood at the extreme western end o f the town, with the
houses of government officials near at hand ; at the eastern end
the poorest homes were to be found.
Most of the people of Port Stanley were government officials
or workmen, whose workaday lives were more monotonous than
those of the inhabitants o f the smallest English provincial town.
Their recreations were seriously restricted by the weather ; rain
fell on approximately two-thirds of the days of the year and as the
islands were exposed to the four points of the compass high winds
made outdoor activities even more unpleasant. In consequence,
most evenings were spent in reading or card-playing, with
occasional dances and whist-drives. The public houses were well
patronised, with whisky and gin the most popular antidotes to
wind and rain. The overseas programmes o f the B.B.C. could be
clearly heard, but many people preferred the English broadcasts
from Buenos Aires, A primitive cinema showed silent films
reminiscent of the “ magic-lantern ” era and completed the social
life of Port Stanley.
Into this restricted circle children were born, received a severely
limited education in the local school, grew up to find local
employment, intermarried and died, with very little desire to leave
the islands for the outside world.
Shopping in Port Stanley was never a major operation. The
Falkland Islands Company (which owned a large part o f the islands,
and the Lafonia) controlled a large general store which supplied
all the islanders’ needs. As the islands produced literally nothing
except mutton, everything was imported and prices were high,
but subject to this limitation all the necessities and many o f the
luxuries of life in Europe were available. A few smaller general
stores, privately owned, provided some slight competition and
choice of commodities.
If Jerome K. Jerome thought Abingdon a dull place “ priding
itself on its dullness ” he would have recognised in Port Stanley
a serious rival to that peaceful haven of Berkshire. But life in the
“ capital ” does not present a true picture of the Falklands ; in
search of that we must leave the town to go into the country : and
in those last words lie the first clue to the fascination of the islands.
“ The country ” is an expression one never, never hears in the
Falklands ; the last Spanish settlers were evicted by the British
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in 1832, but the countryside is still “ the camp ” — el campo
The true Falkland islander is born in “ the camp,” works all his
life in “ the camp ” with only rare visits to P ort Stanley, and more
often than not dies in “ the camp
The rains have not turned the Falklands into emerald isles of
rich grass ; they are so heavy that aided by the high winds they
disperse the soil, which barely covers the rocky foundations of the
islands. Here and there the rocks break through the surface and
form strange “ rivers ” o f stones and boulders, running down the
mountain sides and changing their position at the height of the most
violent storms. “ The camp ” is therefore treeless and except
for an occasional shrub yields nothing except a sparse yellow
grass. Some of the islanders struggle to cultivate pocket-hand
kerchief gardens, only to awake after a stormy night and find they
have been washed away.
By some extraordinary means the Spanish colonists had reared
cattle in the Falklands, but the present inhabitants have abandoned
the attempt, except for a few cows kept for domestic milk. Artificial
feeding stuffs are so expensive that a t the beginning o f winter the
unfortunate creatures were killed. As there were no facilities for
preserving the m eat the islanders would cut off the choicest tit-bits
and then push the carcasses out to sea. After an orgy of ox-tail
soup, tongue and roast beef for a week or so one returned to normal
Falkland d ie t— mutton.
Sheep thrive in the Falklands and each farm carried flocks of
almost countless thousands. They were reared for their wool,
which formed the staple industry and only export o f the islands.
As their meat had no commercial value (it was always argued that
it was useless to attem pt to establish a meat industry in the face
of the competition of neighbouring Argentina) an individual sheep
was o f little value. Consequently, the farms were grossly over
stocked and hundreds o f sheep died each year in flooded streams
or snow-drifts before they could be rescued by overworked
shepherds.
But if m eat had no market value, it provided practically the only
food on the islands. All vegetables and fruits (usually tinned)
had to be im ported, with the single exception o f a wild berry which
the housewives made into pies or jam . The islanders therefore
dined — three o r four times a day — on mutton in every con
ceivable shape and form, seven days a week, three hundred and
sixty-five days a year.
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Scattered along the coasts of the islands were tiny settlements
of a few houses. Most of these had retained their Spanish names,
such as San Carlos and San Salvador, and at least one, Port St.
Louis, the name bestowed upon it by the French settlers who had
preceded the Spaniards. The houses were o f wood and over
heated by peat fires, “ banked up ” at night so that they never
went out. Dotted over the islands were isolated shepherds’ houses,
often ten or twenty miles from any neighbours. These, too, bore
Spanish names such as La Estancia — the (first) ranch, and Arroyo
Malo — overlooking the “ wicked brook ” which justified its name
whenever it became a raging, impassable torrent.
In these isolated homes the Falkland shepherds brought up
their large families, sitting every evening in a peatsmoke-laden
atmosphere, talking, reading, playing cards and drinking prodigious
quantities of gin and whisky. Conversation was severely restricted
to sheep, the weather and the state of the peat crop ; “ westerns ”
formed the most popular reading matter, as their escapism allowed
the islanders to imagine themselves rounding u p steers on a rolling
prairie — instead of trudging through bogs in search of sheep.
The Lqfonia occasionally called at the coastal settlements and
smaller craft provided more regular transport. But inland the
only practical means of conveyance was the horse. Falkland
horses were usually imported from Argentina, o r bred from
Argentinian mares. They were broken and ridden in the South
American style, trained to pull away from the tight rein when both
were laid across the horse’s neck. The saddles were highpommelled, a sheepskin was thrown over them, and there the rider
sat, as if ensconced in his favourite armchair. Rarely did “ the
camp ” provide a stretch of firm ground long enough for a gallop,
or even a canter ; instead, the horse trotted along, or more often
in a plodding walk tacked from side to side to avoid the full force
o f the wind, occasionally turning its back upon it, and in the most
violent storms lying down to provide shelter for the dismounted
rider. "When crossing swollen streams we would take our feet
out of the stirrups, resting them on the horses’ necks ; when we
came to rivers we crossed by boat, towing the swimming horses
on leading-reins. Falkland horses possess an amazing homing
instinct, and many a traveller has put up for the night, to awaken
next morning and discover that fences and rivers had proved no
barrier to a horse turned loose to graze.
A stranger could never find his way in “ the camp ” and even
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the islanders rely on guides for journeys o f any length. The most
experienced o f these could lose themselves and their parties on the
darkest nights and the danger o f a severe chill — or death — from
exposure was always a spur to press on at nightfall to the nearest
shelter. All house doors were left unlocked by day and night and
it was an unwritten law th at any traveller could enter a house in
the absence o f the occupier and take food and drink.
Shooting provided the only outdoor recreation. Shotguns were
rare, but each house possessed its .22 rifle, with which, rather
unsportingly, we shot at sitting targets. The islands were well
stocked with wild geese, a coastal variety which was inedible as
it fed on fish, and others which lived inland. These latter provided
a tasty variation to the eternal m utton, once one had become skilled
in crawling sufficiently close to a goose to estimate its age by the
colour o f feet and legs.
Education in “ the camp ” was provided by two o r three “ travel
ling teachers,” o f whom I was one. My “ b e a t ” extended for
about fifty miles across the north o f the East Falkland, from Port
Stanley to the narrow sound which separated the east and west
islands. I was expected to stay a t each settlement or isolated house
for a week where there was only one child and a fortnight if there
were more. A t the end of my stay I left an ample supply o f
“ homework ” behind me and was provided with a horse and guide
to my next stop. I recall that there was one small girl at my last
stop before I turned back to Port Stanley ; she was favoured with
a fortnight’s coaching to compensate for the two visits those at
the intermediate stops would receive : as my journey out and
back to Port Stanley lasted six months, she received two weeks’
“ education ” in this period.
The lonely shores o f the islands were the breeding-grounds of
every branch o f the seal family — seals, sea-lions, spotted sealeopards, huge sea-elephants. On the rare fine days they could
all be seen basking in the sun, while troops of penguins carried out
the most intricate manoeuvres with military precision. A t one
time whales had frequented the seas around the Falklands, but
long ago they moved south, and whaling-stations had been estab
lished on the island of South Georgia, some nine hundred miles
south-east o f the Falklands. I visited South Georgia at the height
o f its summer, when snow lay three feet deep on the beach, almost
to the water’s edge. (On this beach, indented by Norwegian-like
fiords and backed by steep and towering cliffs, lies the grave of
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the explorer Shackleton.) There were two whaling-stations, one
Norwegian, the other largely Scottish, although the Scots were
supplemented by recruits from the Falklands, who left their sheep
for six months to try their luck (and earn a small fortune) at whale
hunting. After six months o f hard work under the harshest o f
conditions they would make the return journey, through seas
strewn with ice-bergs, to their Falkland homes.
The Falklands (las Islas Malvinas o f the Spaniards) are an outpost
of European civilisation, where France, Spain, Scotland and
Scandinavia have evolved a way of life which is m ore English than
that of England. From time to time the islands figure in the news,
when Argentina presses her claim. N o doubt an amicable settle
ment will be reached, and life on the islands will continue its
uneventful course.

PARIS AND FRENCH WRITING
by MICHEL MOHRT

V

OLTAIRE’S advice to a young poet — Faites tous vous vers
d Paris — has since been followed by all generations of
writers. Paris plays a predominant role in the intellectual life of
France. All the publishers, literary reviews and dramatic companies
in France are to be found in Paris ; Paris makes and unmakes
reputations, it is in a Paris restaurant that the Prix Goncourt is
awarded. The French Academy is lodged on a quai o f the Seine.
This centralisation of literature follows the political and economic
centralisation of the country, begun by Louis XIV and finished by
Napoleon. Neither England, Italy, Germany nor the United
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States knows anything like this. In these countries literary life
has kept is regional aspect, particularly around the great universities
which attract writers and artists and provide them with the means
o f earning a living.
America possesses many cultural centres in the north, the south
and the west. There is a colony of writers and poets living along
the Californian coast around Carmel and Monterey, and another
in Arizona. This dispersion — not to speak of the expatriate
colonies in Rome and Paris — is regretted by American writers,
who complain o f their isolation and the lack of stimulating and
necessary contacts between men of the same generation. A French
writer will complain of the opposite evil — the complexity of
professional relations. In the course of his literary life he has to
rub shoulders not only with his equals but with most of the notable
men of his generation. Balzac, Hugo, Musset, Alexandre Dumas,
dined together, loved the same women and wrote articles about
each other ; earlier, Diderot, d’Alembert, Rousseau and Voltaire
had done the same. Ever since the seventeenth century it is as
though French writers march in ranks, year after year in regular
order of promotion — which may be why forty of them wear
sword and cocked hat.
All attempts to decentralise literary life have failed. After the
defeat of 1940 and the consequent division o f France into two
zones, a group of writers formed in the southern zone, at
Lyon with the review Confluences, and in North Africa around
Fontaine. There has even been some talk of a North African
literary school, including poets or novelists born in North Africa
or drawing their inspiration from African life : Camus, Jean
Amrouche, Henri Bosco, would be its representative figures. But
I believe that most N orth African writers font leurs vers a Paris.
The influence of provincial literary reviews never goes far. There
is only one exception, Les Cahiers du Sud, published at Marseilles,
which owes its exceptional interest and longevity to the competence
o f Jean Ballard, the editor.
On the same lines as the attempt at literary decentralisation,
which followed the defeat of 1940, has been the theatrical de
centralisation. This movement seems to have gone deeper, and
a t present, in several towns, there are companies which, thanks to
State aid, give performances o f great merit. The movement of
annual drama and music festivals has also helped to give the
theatrical life o f the country a less centralised aspect. However,
c
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the importance of this movement, which is far from threatening
the supremacy of Paris, should not be over-rated.
The dangers of centralisation seem obvious. Firstly, there is a
danger of a substitution o f wordly values for authentic literary
values. France has two kinds o f writers, careerists and artists.
Rarely are the two combined. In Paris the careerists flourish.
They are those whose names are in the newspapers, who make up
the juries who award the literary prizes ; those who decide upon
the lines which the reviews shall follow, give orders, and accumulate
honours and profits. The practice of the literary strategy which
must be deployed leaves little time and energy to write books. The
writer who wishes to create must keep in touch with the deep realities
of life, the realities which are masked by the superficial brilliance
of Parisian life and which are only perceptible in the calm of the
provinces. “ Le roman — c’est la province ” said Albert Thibaudet,
and it is true that the greatest French novelists from Balzac to
Mauriac are those who have been wise enough to keep in close
touch with the provinces, even while they wrote in Paris. It is
true of Proust himself, the most Parisian o f our novelists. A La
Recherche du Temps Perdu comes out o f Combray, a little town
in the lie de France, just as the world o f Marcel’s memory comes
out of the madeleine dipped in tea. The novel is rooted in provincial
and historic soil (the stained glass window of Genevieve de Brabant),
and the distance from which the narrator judges Parisian society
is due partly to his provincial ties ; one feels in him something of
a peasant’s mistrust and irony, which he shares with old Frangoise.
Many authors have not achieved the fame they deserve, through
not having lived in Paris and indulged in mutual back-scratching.
Paris makes mistakes. of judgment and confounds true values
with false ; (Flaubert, a provincial, complained bitterly of this).
Paris devours, and hinders the slow ripening of works, but it also
discovers, and consecrates. In no other city in the world is such
importance accorded to things of the mind. Talented men are
sought out, and acclaimed. Paris fought for Wagner, for
Ibsen ; Paris welcomed James Joyce. Paris gives all talented
artists a chance, whether French or foreign, and it is not unusual
to see a great foreign writer more appreciated there than in his own
country. This seems to be the case with Faulkner.
This lively interest in literature is a priceless gift to writers. One
feels it, breathes it, wandering through the old streets between
St. Sulpice and the Seine, sitting in the outdoor cafes, looking in
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the windows of booksellers — in the very stones. It is impossible
to do w ithout Paris. A literary life means not only the noticing
of the books themselves, novels, essays, poems, but also of all the
methods of bringing them before the public, of helping their under
standing, assuring their success, in a word, o f criticism ; not
learned or university criticism which deals with aesthetics and
literary history, but current criticism applied to new and original
work. The importance of this criticism, both written and spoken,
the wealth of the media at its disposal, reviews, magazines, period
icals, the facilities which it has acquired, all this gives a special
brilliance to Parisian literary life.
The period of 1920 to 1929 saw the success of literary periodicals
such as Candide, or Marianne. O f the journals o f this time only
Les Nouvelles Litteraires still survives. Its book reviews are written
by Robert Kemp and Rene Lalou, it is still an excellent organ of
information on literary life. However, it seems that this type of
magazine has lost the patronage o f the general public. Taste has
changed ; papers abundantly illustrated with photographs and
drawings, giving an im portant place to political news and to reports,
scandals and sensational news are the fashion. Carrefour and
Arts, the only survivors o f the periodicals founded just after the
liberation on the model of Candide, have had to cede to some extent
to the new formula.
The big dailies set aside at least one page a week for a literary
supplement. The most popular are those o f Andre Rousseaux
and Jean Blanzat in Le Figaro Litteraire and that of Emile Henriot
in Le Monde. An article by Emile Henriot has a direct influence
on the sale of a novel. Le Monde’s writer is perhaps the only one
who still has the power to launch a book, a power which before
the war was shared by four or five critics. It is possible that the
decline of criticism and fall from favour of the literary supplement
made famous by Daudet, Paul Sonday, Edmond Jaloux, Jules
Lemaitre, and earlier by Barbey d’Aurevilly and Sainte-Beuve,
goes hand in hand with the crisis of society. French literary life
has deeply changed in the last twenty years, the literary reviews
once so numerous and lively have fallen on hard times. Of the
new reviews only Les Temps Modernes of Jean Paul Sartre and
La Table Ronde, a review of exclusively literary interest under the
auspices of Mauriac, have lasted. In 1953 three reviews appeared
simultaneously and a little guerre de revues ensued, but as, apart
from the leaders, the combatants enrolled under different flags
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were the same, the battle came to an end for lack o f reinforcements.
The great literary event of last year was the renaissance o f the
new N.R.F., edited by Jean Paulhan and Marcel A rland. A t once
brilliant, prudent and audacious, no t so “ n e w ” perhaps as it
twice claims to be, but always of high standard, the red and white
review of the Editions Gallimard has nearly recaptured its pre-war
position. Les Lettres Nouvelles, directed by Maurice Nadaud,
gives more importance to certain literary values (those represented
by the Marquis de Sade, and even by the Marquise, and by
Lautreamont) than to the brilliance of their expression. Lastly,
La Parisienne, founded by Jacques Laurent, has only one aim, to
amuse, a fact which it proclaims not without a certain malice.
Old reviews are the excellent Mercure de France, La Revue de
Paris and, of course, La Revue des Deux Mondes, an institution
as fundamental and solid as the Bank o f France and which was
once — it is difficult to believe this nowadays — a review of the
avant garde, publishing the unperformed plays of Alfred de Musset.
Thus there is a veritable inflation of literary reviews, n ot neces
sarily accompanied by an inflation in masterpieces. Spoken
criticism plays a role as important as that o f written criticism, the
one precedes the other and keeps it going, in a world where writers
and artists meet every day. W hat are the meeting places, the
hallowed ground where books are discussed (and sometimes without
a thought of publishing them) ? These meeting places were once
the salons and the cafes. The importance o f the literary salons
during the last century and the beginning of this, until the 1920s,
is well known. Each salon had its great man — Anatole France
at Mme. de Caillavet’s, Jules Lemaitre at Mme. de Loynes — its
habitues and its political opinions (legitimist and Orleanist, Dreyfusard and anti-Dreyfusard).
Some, like that of Charles Nodier in 1830, witnessed the birth
of a literary school, others have passed into literature. The salon
of Mme. Verdurin will always be the prototype o f the salons o f the
1900s. These great salons have now disappeared because they
represent an expression of a society which has vanished. A society
based on the power of money, no doubt, b u t also on the subtle
hierarchy o f class, ranging from the middle bourgeoisie to the
aristocracy, and which represented a kind o f topography o f Paris.
The Boulevard St. Germain of 1900 still cast a certain brilliance,
and the Paris of Proust could be called Balzacian. French society
has changed more in the last twenty years than in the whole pre-
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ceding century. Two wars and the political and economic crises
which have followed them have swept away its foundations. A
new society has arisen out of the ruins, which has neither the tradit
ions nor the qualities nor the leisure required for the maintenance
o f certain rites like those of salon-life. It is the disappearance of
society which makes academic rites seem so ridiculous. The French
Academy was a salon, and La revue des Deux Mondes was another.
There was leisure for discussion — the discussion of books. Like
Roman society, French society was partly based on the brilliance
and power of the spoken word, it was a rhetorical society. Now
adays the art of speaking has disappeared everywhere, even in the
law courts, where written proceedings, more expeditious, are
gradually taking the place of the oral proceedings. The decline
of parliamentary institutions is largely due to the fact that the art
of speaking has completely vanished from political assemblies.
Jaures spoke while Mme. de Caillavet was giving her parties. Let
us be charitable, and not speak o f ecclesiastical eloquence. So
the salons have disappeared. There may be a survival of their
authority in the receptions given by the most important Parisian
publishers dining the whole literary season and which — like the
theatrical first-nights — have become truly Parisian institutions.
The increasing importance of publishers during the last fifteen
years is notable as one of the novelties of literary life. They have
more or less become the Maecenas, and they keep the writers,
giving them advances on the books they plan to write. They have
encouraged the multiplication of literary prizes, they finance
magazines, some control other publishing firms (like those big
American automobile companies which own several lesser firms),
and even film companies. Publishing again tends to become an
industry, controlling several sub-branches. A staff of readers,
writers, literary agents, translators, even academicians, is centred
around the great mandarins o f publishing, evoking irresistibly
with their luxurious receptions le grand Condi at Chantilly or
Fouquet at Vaux.
Like the salons, the literary cafCs which once had such importance
are disappearing. Just after the liberation one could see, at the
cafe de Flore, Jean-Paul Sartre, Simone de Beauvoir and Thierry
Maulnier writing their books on the marble-topped tables. Times
have changed. Nowadays writers are inconspicuous among the
cosmopolitan crowd which throngs the terraces of St. Germain
des Pr6s. If they go to a caf6 it is to find a friend, before accompany-
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ing him to a neighbouring restaurant — not to rebuild the world,
determine a new set of aesthetic values or found a school o f poetry,
as their predecessors did, at La Closerie des Lilas or La Coupole.
Such extravagancies are out of fashion. The writer of to-day is
a man in a hurry, who dashes from his publisher’s office to broadcast
a talk and from a film producer to the editor of a magazine.
The cafe was also a luxury, the luxury of a Paris which was still
provincial, where the writer, the poet, played the role o f Bohemian,
and for which he was cast in the comedy which the bourgeoisie
played to itself. The destruction of class distinctions freed the
writer from his subjection to the bourgeoisie while it robbed him
of his leisure. The writer of to-day has become an artisan, a
specialist specialising in the art of writing books, a technique which
he has learned from the best masters. This explains the everincreasing number of novelists from the universities. Books are
never discussed, or hardly ever, in salons and cafes ; where are
they discussed ? On the wireless and the television. The new
force of broadcasting applied to literary matters can make or un
make a writer’s reputation. Paul Leautaud, for example, who
has written very little, was known only by a few hundred people
with an intimate acquaintance of the literary gossip o f fifty years
ago. He has become a sort of national Philistine whose sallies
and rages have delighted thousands of listeners. Leautaud has
been followed in front of the microphone by most of the great
writers, Gide, Claudel, Francois Mauriac, M o n th erlan t; all have
submitted with good grace to long talks with critics who try to
reveal the author to himself, and to throw light upon the inner
sense of his works. People have been able to see and hear certain
writers who were not disposed to concede their Machiavellism, or
their turpitude. Soon the listener will not only be able to hear
the voice of his favourite author but also to see his face, made up
beforehand, on the television screen, And why should the novelist
not read his books instead of publishing them ? Already we have
been able to hear one well known novelist acting scenes chosen
from his interminable serial-novel. Thus, thanks to television,
the two aspects of every French writer will be seen ; the one
mythical, which appears through his work, the other historical,
which gradually takes form through interviews, points of view,
cocktail parties, literary prizes, etc. Perhaps, where the two aspects
combine, genius is to be found.
( Translated)
'8
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THE PROBLEM OF
TRANSLATION
“ . . . within ten years it may be possible for a robot to translate
the German o f Goethe into the English o f Wordsworth.”
Daily Express 6.7.54.

M

R. A RTH U R KOESTLER, in his autobiography The Invisible
Writing, describes the Budapest o f the ’twenties, where
he says there was a group of first-rate writers who would have been
world famous had they been bom in London, Berlin or Paris,
but who were condemned to write for each other and a relatively
small public because their language was Hungarian. Translation 7
O f course it is possible, in theory, though much gets lost in the
process ; but the extra risk and expense are an anxiety to
publishers.
Painters, architects, musicians, mathematicians, all employ a
universal language ; even the cinema can get away with sub
titles. (I once saw a film where a man said merde and it appeared
inoffensively on the screen as nuts.) Only the writer must use his
native tongue, and is obliged to content himself with an audience
restricted to those who can understand it. A very few have had
the courage, opportunity and talent to learn to use another language
— Koestler himself, Joseph Conrad, Houston Stewart Chamberlain,
among them. For the rest, translation is all they can hope for.
A magazine like The European, which deals with the literature,
philosophy and politics of our continent, is greatly concerned with
this problem. Even the simplest, most straight-forward idea can
acquire a subtle change by being translated— League o f Nations,
for example, is a little different from the business-like Soci&ti des
Nations, or the romantic Volkerbund. Probably in Russian, Greek
or Spanish, it also underwent slight variations o f meaning.
A t the present moment the leading French daily Le Figaro is
publishing Mary Pickford’s memoirs under the title La petite
fiancee du monde. To be everybody’s fiancee is not quite the same
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thing as being the world’s sweetheart. Certain words and idionis
are untranslateable. In another category are translators’ howlers,
the Englishman who gave lac du Japon as Japanese lake (instead
of lacquer), the Frenchman who turned Alexander Pope into le pape
Alexandre. General Spears, in his book Prelude to Dunkirk, says
that Madame de Portes, a lady who had an influence on pre-war
politics in France through her friendship with a member of the
Government, was known as la porte &cot6, the side door. He does
not add the other meaning o f a coti — common, a person one does
not receive — which is the whole point o f the joke. A German
once told me that in a prisoner-of-war camp in America he was
classified as a rabid Nazi — kaninchen Nazi, he said, laughing.
Had he really confused rabid with rabbit ?
If possible, German is even harder to translate than French ;
it is apt to turn into a very disagreeable, heavy, folksy English.
Carlyle spoilt his English style with germanisms, w ithout the
justification of enabling us to enjoy his version o f Wilhelm Meister.
The similarity of the two languages is misleading and deceptive ;
German should be paraphrased.
Among translations famous for their success are Shakespeare
into German and Proust into English. Scott Moncrieff, in his
paraphrase of A la recherche du temps perdu, has created another
work of art which, although of course it owes everything to Proust,
is yet sufficiently different from the original to have acquired a
life of its own.
But the Daily Express robot is starting at the top, the very pinnacle
of difficulty. Turn Goethe into English and almost all is lost : all
the magic, all the poetry ; the thought has to be diligently,
laboriously sought for by those who are determined to discover
why he is said to be the great, the universal genius. The plays
of Ibsen, Strindberg and Tchekov, the novels of Tolstoy, Turgeniev
and Dostoievsky are known to most English people through trans
lations ; we clearly see, or think we see, their meaning, even if
sometimes the English is rather clumsy. But Faust is another
matter. “ . . . into the English o f Wordsworth.” Why W ords
worth ? We shall not carp or quibble. No doubt if it can do
that it can do other things as w e ll; turn the English of Miss
Ursula Bloom into the English o f Miss Elizabeth Bowen, for
instance. Perhaps everything will be turned by the clever robot
into an equal excellence ; after all, the New Yorker turns all its
American into an identical snappy brilliance, and the Daily Express
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has a whole army o f reporters whom it has trained to use onesyllable words in the shortest possible phrases, so that they must be
hard put to it after a couple o f weeks if they are asked to identify
their own particular “ sto ry ” .
The robot might be a great benefactor of European man, if it
succeeded in making available the thoughts, ideas and cultures
o f the various countries to one another. Until it appears, the
whole subject is full of difficult problems for writers, publishers
and readers.
D.M.

THEATRE:
INCEST AND REVOLT
COMMES LES DIEUX
by ALFRED FABRE-LUCE
Paris: Theatre de VOeuvre
HE FACT THAT Lord Byron was a very theatrical personage
does not make him an easy subject for a play. We expect
so much : beauty, grace, wit, charm, brilliance ; an epigram every
time he opens his mouth, yet nothing forced, for there must also
be the natural gaiety and humour o f the Letters. Which adds up
to a great deal, too much for any man, far too much for any actor
to be able to satisfy.
M. Fabre-Luce’s play, as we should expect, is intelligent and
historically correct. Byron enjoying a cynical gossip about Lady
Caroline with Lady Melbourne ; pursued by a beautiful young
woman ; adored by his housekeeper; trapped into marriage by
one o f history’s dullest governesses — above all, Byron in love
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with himself and, as a part of himself, with warm-hearted Augusta
Leigh ; just so it must have happened in real life.
A bright meteor shot across the sky o f London society. His
poems entranced and shocked, his behaviour shocked and
entranced ; he went too far and took the consequences. Even
those who were prepared to forgive his successes with women, his
volumes of verse selling in thousands, his epigrams, his arrogance,
could not forgive the final flouting of their morality, the pride of a
man who decided to live comme les dieux.
If Byron was in love with his sister, nothing could be simpler
for them than a discreet love affair. H er husband and his wife
would suspect nothing, the world would think it perfectly natural
that they should visit one another as often as they wished. But
this was the last thing Byron desired. He wanted everyone to
know about him and Augusta ; insisted that they should know,
and recognise him as a being unlike other men and above their
morality : a god. Augusta was probably the only person with
whom he felt completely at ease, for whom he never had to a c t ;
she was attractive and affectionate, and she loved him. Beyond
this she shared his heredity which satisfied his narcissistic self-love,
and above all she was forbidden fruit.
In the London of 1816, which, as M. Fabre-Luce truly says in
his preface, was still eighteenth century in outlook and morality,
any extravagance of illicit love could be overlooked, but not incest.
Byron had to go.' It is at this point that the play ends ; we are not
present at Missolonghi when the grave closed over “ the thirtyseventh year of so much sorrow, so much glory ” .
How does Byron’s personality translate into French ? This
Byron has lost something ; brilliant and witty, he is not funny —
not the man who wrote Don Juan ; romantic, he is not tender, he
could never have written “ When we two parted, in silence and
tears. . . ” ..
Comme les Dieux is a play with many felicities, well acted in a
charming setting by M. Jacques Frank. M. Jacques Dacqmine
does his best with a difficult and exacting part, and Mile. Claude
Gensac is an ideal Augusta. It should be translated ; it would
delight London audiences.
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FLORIAN GEYER by GERHART HAUPTMANN
Diisseldorfer Schauspielhaus
The French sometimes complain that cultural life in France
is over-centralised, that everything takes place in Paris and nothing
elsewhere. The Germans, on the other hand, feel the lack of a
capital, culturally as well as politically. There is nothing new in
this, though the artificial division of Germany has re-emphasised
this lack. Goethe said to Eckermann a hundred and thirty years
ago that he considered it a disadvantage for German letters that
each little city should have its poet, he thought more would be
achieved if writers and critics were all rubbing shoulders in one
town as they did in Paris, which, he said, produced an infinitely
valuable garung, or fermentation of ideas.
It is typical of German life to-day that such a famous producer
as Herr Gustav Griindgens should have his theatre in Dusseldorf,
where he will present this autumn T. S. Eliot’s Confidential Clerk,
Jean Giraudoux’s Pour Lucrece and G erhart Hauptmann’s Florian

Geyer,
The Peasants’ War in sixteenth-century Germany is the theme
of G erhart Hauptmann’s play, which was written almost sixty
years ago. Doomed to failure from the outset because, although
they were led in part by knights, the peasants had the combined
power of church and state against them, their revolt nevertheless
had a certain grandeur because the idea for which they fought was
no less than the idea of united Germany. The Holy Roman Empire
of the German Nation had, as nominal head, an elected Emperor.
The peasants wished to make him their only ruler, king of all
Germans. To achieve this they wished to get rid of the princelings
and the prince-bishops in whose hands lay the real power and who,
far from uniting Germany, continually divided it by allying them
selves with the various foreign powers and thus forcing Germans
to fight Germans. H ad the peasants succeeded in 1525, the Thirty
Years’ W ar would not have been fought a hundred years later,
France would not have been all-powerful on the continent, the
whole course of history would have been changed.
G erhart Hauptmann’s play lacks real dramatic power because
from the very beginning we see how things will turn out. But it
is a successful, imaginative reconstruction o f a chapter o f history,
the tragedy of deutsche Zwietracht, so that if we are not moved
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emotionally we are moved intellectually. He makes the character
of Florian Geyer more complicated than the conventional Robin
Hood schoolboy hero ; brave, passionate but hysterical, he
personifies certain aspects of the Teuton spirit.
The most moving moment in the play is just before the final
curtain. Florian Geyer is dead, and a group o f young aristocrats
from the winning side examines his sword ; on its blade they find
engraved : without cross, without crown. Leader o f a band of
men who, even while they are revolting against their prince-bishop,
yet want an Emperor on the throne of Germany and a church to
go to on Sundays, Geyer has thus leapt ahead of his contemporaries;
Hauptmann equips his hero with a Nietzschean thought which,
even if it is anachronistic, makes a great climax to his drama.
Herr Griindgens is a master of naturalistic production ; the
scenery, lighting and costumes, like the acting, are exactly right
for the play. It would be interesting to see what he and his company
will make of Pour Lucrice.
D.M.
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The G rand B a b ylo n H otel, A n n a o f th e F ive Tow n*, R iceyw nan
S te p s,
2s. each
T h e O ld IF ives’ Tale, C layhanger, T h e J o u rn a ls, 3s. 6d. each,
Arnold Bennett, Penguin Books

What sort of service has Penguin Books done to the slenderpursed, the people who buy books to read them, in issuing recently
the six books listed above ? That question may best be answered
by reference to The Old Wives’ Tale, the only one which seems to
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justify close critical scrutiny. This novel, which I had not read
before, is commonly held to be a masterpiece o f the second rank,
a shelf-companion to Hardy, Zola, Tolstoy below his best, even
by those who despise Bennett and dismiss the rest of his enormous
output as being either magazine trash (The Card, The Grand Babylon
Hotel, etc.) or pleonastic longueurs (Clayhanger).
Two readings, with a few weeks of irritated cerebration in between,
have convinced me that The Old Wives’ Tale, far from being a
masterpiece — of any rank — is a very long, very readable book,
written by a skilled journalist and a shrewd judge of human affairs.
Indeed, and in spite of evidence to the contrary displayed by his
Journal entries, it is hard to believe that the author intended it to be
more than just t h a t : long and readable. Authors before him
had done the spade-work, discovering what the public wanted —
a thick book and an easy read — and Bennett was ready and able
to supply it.
But is it, then, not possible that a writer, once in a lifetime,
may grab more than he wants, or merits ? Poor Gissing, the
dedicated artist, sought the divine spark in a Tottenham Court
Road slum, deserved it, and was denied it. Could it have been
served to rich Bennett, with the cigars and old brandy, when he
was planning his famous book ? I do not think so ; though it
is a nice irony to contemplate. N ot that Bennett was at all cynical
about the work ; on the contrary he regarded it with the utmost
seriousness. He would have fancied that he knew what Gissing
sought and felt, and that he (Bennett) knew just how to supply
it. He called it “ nobility ” , In a Journal entry dated 22nd July
1907, he wrote : “ This is what there has got to be in The Old
Wives’ Tale — a lofty nobility. I got it now and then in Whom
God Hath Joined, but in the next book I must immensely increase
the dose.” .In neither of my two readings did I discover the least
trace o f “ nobility ” ; nor, to be fair, did I detect any self-conscious
straining after it. The author wrote well within his powers with
the painstaking professionalism which, in the days of an enormous
middle-class, middle-brow reading public, paid high dividends and
sometimes passed for genius.
Two-thirds o f the action of The Old Wives’ Tale is set in
Staffordshire ; the remainder in France. I am possibly alone in
feeling that Bennett, famed recorder of the Five Towns, did them
considerably less than justice. Distance and memory may enrich
and enlighten the artist : they will only succeed in fogging the hack,
the journalist, the man with a notebook. Bennett, I am convinced,
remembered the Five Towns with the aid of guide-books, time
tables, letters from the family and cuttings out of old provincial
newspapers. The Paris scenes of the book ring truer. Bennett
lived for many years in France, and the sensitivity which I feel
he lacked as a very young man came to him in his maturity, in
Paris. He steeped himself in French history, French literature ;
and his descriptions of the public execution at Auxerre, o f the
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Siege of Paris, lift The Old Wives’ Tale for several chapters out of
the rut of readability into the realm of literature.
However, a novel has less to do with places than with people.
Constance and Sophia Baines, heroines of The Old Wives’ Tate,
are sisters, born and bred in Bursley. Constance stays there,
marries her father’s chief-assistant in the drapery business, buries
him and is left to bring up a son — Cyril — who m ust surely be
the most depressing and dull child in the history o f English fiction.
Sophia runs away from home with Gerald, a cad, who takes her to
Paris and deserts her there. As a middle-aged woman she returns
to Bursley and makes her home there with her sister in the house
where they were born,
The characters — both major and minor — drift. They do not
motivate the story — they are moved with its current. They are
contrived, prodded and patted and fussed into shape ; they never
come alive. Dickens is one of the very few serious novelists who
succeeded by allowing the story to fashion the characters ; but
in the space of a few lines he could become obsessive about them,
let the story look after itself, allow them to take control. Then,
when they’d had their marvellous moment, they snarled away, and
the story-teller took over again. Bennett was a realist ; he had
humour of a gentle kind, but no passion ; and he lacked even the
harshness of the good novelist who, lacking passion, can never
be great. For that reason alone, The Old Wives’ Tale, Bennett’s
“ masterpiece,” strikes me as being an unim portant book, no
better, no worse, than hundreds o f others written by popular
professional writers in the forty-odd years since its first publication.
MICHAEL H ARALD,

T h e B lessed G irl, by Lady Emily Lutyens (Rupert H art-D avis, 21s.)

The unusual title exactly conveys the charm of Lady Emily
Lutyens’ reminiscences of growing up among the Great Victorians,
though its somewhat pre-Raphaelite ring belies her realistic attitude
to life. This collection of letters, reassembled after a lapse of
half a century, has a domestic excitement o f its own which, once
tasted, draws the reader in tantalised pursuit o f the heroine. She
grows up in a period removed from ours, and yet not far enough
away to rob us of the fascination of having known, at least by name,
the personages who made up her family and circle of friends.
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Lady Emily, youngest daughter o f Lord Lytton, craving com
panionship beyond the overwhelming confines o f a talented and
critical family, finds this outlet in a series o f almost daily letters
to a middle-aged clergyman, a friend of the family, of tact and
great integrity. Through her letters we watch a young, somewhat
passionate, and vastly humorous girl develop into a balanced and
engaging personality, while the replies o f “ His Rev. ” , as they
call him, are models of understanding and affection. There was
nothing clandestine in the correspondence ; in its early stages at
least it was open to her sisters, and always to her mother when
she happened to be at home (which made it all the more fun when
Mamma was abroad). His Rev’s letters only show anything like
real concern when the Blessed G irl discloses the illicit love-making
o f a great romantic figure of the day whom she meets at various
house parties. A nd this, curiously enough, is the only time when
the slightest note of tedium creeps into the correspondence, a tedium
that seems to have been shared by His Rev ; the Blessed Girl is
so obviously enthralled, in spite o f her confessions.
This book will be enjoyed by all who like to share the jokes,
quarrels and peculiarities common to a vigorous family life, and is
a tonic after the introspective searchings that perplex us in a good
deal of temporary literature. Parts o f it are tremendously amusing
and the interest lies by no means all upon the surface. The young
will enjoy seeing their own problems lived out by someone else
with great skill, and the old will enjoy being transported so
entertainingly back into the hurly-burly o f their own youthful past.
V.W.

S p a re T h e R o d , Michael Croft, Longmans, 10s. 6 d.

Mr. Croft hopes that his book will “ draw attention to the grave
and complex problems facing many teachers at the present time ”.
Teachers, parents and social workers are aware that such problems
exist. In spite of the erection of palatial “ comprehensive ” schools
by the Welfare State, thousands of children are still spending their
days in school buildings condemned twenty years ago, in grossly
overcrowded classrooms where harassed teachers vainly strive to
arouse interest in tattered and obsolete textbooks. Behind these
educational slums loom the prison-like blocks of tenement flats,
where children inherit from uninterested parents a hatred of
authority and a contempt for learning.
The author tends to ignore this general background and con
centrates upon the single problem of winning the confidence and
interest o f the children, and maintaining that discipline essential
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to progress and efficiency. The new teacher, filled with idealism,
sets out to apply all the principles o f modem psychology ; the
children set up a fierce resistance, and the struggle between the two
provides the matter for a book which will appeal to all who are
interested in schools, schoolmasters — and children.
Any teacher who still remembers the first time he stood alone in
front of a class will award Mr. Croft full marks for his brilliant
description of the new master looking across to his desk, a haven
of refuge and moral strength, and his struggle to take the first of
the four steps necessary to reach it. But he will give only five
out of ten — or less — for the master’s pompous little speech of
introduction, a mixture of camaraderie and “ talking down,” which
falls on very stony ground. The new recruit fails completely to
establish any common cause with his class, and, inevitably, he is
subjected to more and more baiting and goading day by day—until
at last the young idealist is forced to resort to corporal punish
ment, from which he had shrunk so violently.
It is at this stage that the author allows his detestation o f corporal
punishment to run riot. No enlightened educationalist wishes a
school to be a modern Dotheboys Hall, with brutal floggings the
order o f the day. But does any schoolmaster brood neurotically
over the thought of inflicting punishment ? Can any schoolmaster
accept the following passage :—
For some days the cane assumed a terrible significance in his
mind. It lay, yellow and curved along the cupboard ; he could
not touch i t ; but he dared not remove it.
The same neurotic had watched a colleague cane a boy, and had
asked him self:—
. . . . Did he see in the quivering flesh at which he hacked a
mere symbol of detected crime, or were the weals he raised
reflected also in his own consciousness ; or did he relish the
task and seek satisfaction from it as the drug addict craves for
his lovely treacherous weed ?
Such passages, and the final incident which culminated in the
teacher leaving the school, mar an interesting book. (From my
own teaching experience I also found it difficult to accept the sexobsessions o f the adolescent pupils of Worrell Street school.) But
these minor criticisms are outweighed by the merits of the author’s
descriptive powers, which have succeeded in capturing the atmosphere
of school life, with its school dinners and staff-room tea. This is
his first novel, and we look forward to many more. M r. Croft
is himself a schoolmaster ; I am sure he is a much better one than
his hero. We would like to see him deal more fully with “ the
grave and complex problems facing many teachers at the present
time,” and to hear how he would set about solving them.
G.V.
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T h e D a rk G lasses, Francis King, Longmans, 10s. 6 d.
L a C a m a r illa , Bernard Minoret, Plon, 495 francs.
A S h a re o f th e W o rld , H ugo C harteris, Collins, 12s. 6d.

Sir Harold Nicolson announced the other day that, as a form
o f literature, the novel is dead ; which probably means that he
has given up reading novels, if indeed he ever did so. M ost middleaged people prefer reading fact to fiction, and for the latter they
are ap t to turn to old favourites — Tolstoy, Proust, Stendhal.
Among the masses o f rubbish published week by week there is,
however, a small number o f novels which, without aspiring to be
great works o f art, can nevertheless be read with enjoyment by
even the most fastidious. The three listed above are ail by men
in their twenties, and can all be recommended to anyone who
wishes to be entertained for a few hours at less cost than a stall
at a theatre.
M r. Francis King’s story is about a mild, good-natured English
man married to a Greek lady, who is transplanted to hot, beautiful,
brilliant Corfu. H e makes friends with a brother and sister in the
village, feels a mild desire for the girl, a good-natured friendliness
for the boy, and because his values and theirs have nothing in
common he causes an enormous tragedy o f love, jealousy and
death. The dark glasses are symbolical ; he hides behind them
from the bright, hard light and the strong animal passions on the
island, and leaves just in time to escape becoming involved in a
dram a which was so much more than he had bargained for. Mr.
King has all the novelist’s gifts : imagination, observation, humour,
compassion, and he uses words skilfully.
La Camarilla is a political satire, also set in the Balkans. The
President is a dictator whose love o f power has hoisted him up to
a position from which he cannot escape, though his only wish is
to nurse his duodenal ulcer in the proximity o f his mistress. The
first half of the book, with its description of the President’s wife
annoying her servants by sitting in the kitchen (she sits there for
company, but they think she is spying on them) is extremely funny.
M. M inoret is young and very talented.
Mr. Charteris’ book is more ambitious than the other two.
His world is alarmingly real. A sensitive upper-class young man
falls in love with an insensitive upper-class young prig ; their
unsatisfactory love affair is the main theme, but there is also the
pathetic degringolade of an English county family. The “charming”
mother of the priggish young lady is caught in full ecstasy — “ per
fect marriage, perfect children, perftet place ” — when she
suddenly realises that all is dust and ashes, her husband an invalid,
her son a drunkard, even her house — Regency this, Regency that —
has become a burden now that there are not enough servants any
more. I t is a cruel book, but a very clever one. M r Charter s
is a novelist o f real distinction.
D.M .
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T h e B o rn e L e tte r s o f T . E . L a w ren ce a n d h is b r o th e r s , Blackwell,

3 gns.
O f the five sons of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence, of Oxford, four were
born in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, and the
youngest at the beginning of Edward VII’s reign. Two were
killed at the beginning of the Great War, and a third son became
embarrassed by the fame attached to his Arab adventure —
“ Lawrence of Arabia ” . This big book, of over seven hundred
pages, holds the letters of the three middle boys who are now dead.
They were a wonderful family ; more remarkable indeed than
the famous Bradford family of three sons who were killed in that
war. (Roland Boys Bradford, V.C., M.C., was killed at twentyfour years of age, substantive rank lieutenant, temporary rank
brigadier-general; his elder brother also won the V.C. ; his
younger the M.C.) O f the Lawrence boys, Ned, or T.E., was
recommended for the V .C .,.(“ Tell Mother they asked for th at
twopenny thing she likes, but fortunately didn’t get it ”) — he was
awarded the C.B. instead — “ All these letters and things are so
many nuisances afterwards, and I’ll never wear or use any of them.
Please don’t, either. These sorts o f things are only nuisances to a
person with two hundred and fifty pounds a year, and the intention
of not having any more, and the less they are used the better. I’m
sending back all private letters so addressed . . . (and later) . . .
they have given me the D.S.O. Also apparently I’m a colonel of
sorts. Don’t make any change in my address, of course.”
The Lawrence boys were scholars, who lived for the things o f the
spirit. As young men, during and after the university, they roamed
on bicycles and afoot throughout France and Asia, deeply absorbed
in what they saw, passionately interested in castles and churches.
The letters of T.E. are masterpieces o f observation, fact, and keen
ness. Indeed, T. E. Lawrence, by the outbreak o f the 1914 war,
had mastered the art of selfless living. Thereby his prestige among
the Arabs was already part-established : a classless man who
lived and behaved consistently among his fellow men in a way most
of us dream of. His towering will and vision were practised in
service for others ; he was that rare thing (as Goethe remarked)
a great man who was also a grand man. He inspired ordinary
men, made them feel themselves to be p art o f a grandeur within
themselves ; he inspired the soul of the Arab, by a refusal to be
other than “ normal ” . Florence Nightingale had that s p irit;
she suffered among the conventional, the herd-minded, conscious
only of their own propertied superiority. Those who knew
T. E. Lawrence better than I did, all say one thing of him : his
word was invariably reliable. With the simplicity of genius, he
made things clear to those about him. Inevitably such “ a rare
beast ” causes feelings of scorn and hostility in lesser men involved
in “ the little ego ”. Recently I wrote about his possible fictionlife ; his Irish blarney in embroidering his tale, inventing adventures,
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exaggerating his exploits from a sense o f fun, self-scorn, or un
easiness. Since I wrote my Threnos in the May and June numbers
of The European, I have been shown papers and letters which dispel
all doubt. He was entirely truthful ; and the records will
eventually prove it. If there were occasional small discrepancies,
when writing of details years later in letters, they were those o f a
man, sometimes savagely self-deprecatory, writing too many letters
to too many people. He had about twenty a day regularly for
many years after the war ; courtesy made him reply to hangers-on,
while he wanted to forget his past, to live a quiet and simple private
life. But people, and the newspapers o f a financial democracy,
would not leave him alone.
The death o f two brothers in 1915, both younger than himself,
shook and grieved this selfless, loving man. But “ I hope (he
wrote to his elder brother) that when I die there will be nothing
more to regret. The only thing I feel a little is, that there was no
need surely to go into m ourning. . . I cannot see any cause at all —
in any case to die for one’s country is a sort o f privilege : Mother
and you will find it more painful and harder to live for it, than he
did to die : but I think that at this time it is one’s duty to show
no signs that would distress others : and to appear bereaved is
surely under this condemnation.”
A few months later, when the other brother was killed, to his
Mother, “ . . . . your letter has grieved me very much. You will
never understand any o f us after we are grown up a little. Don’t
you ever feel that we love you without our telling you so ? I feel
such a contemptible worm for having to write this way about things.
Anyone would rather die than say anything about i t . . . . In a
time of such fearful stress in our country it is one’s duty to watch
very carefully lest one of the weaker ones be offended : and you
know we were always the stronger, and if they see you broken down
they will all grow fearful about their ones at the fr ont . . . . I
didn’t go to say good-bye to Frank because he would rather I
didn’t, and I knew there was little chance of my seeing him again ;
in which case we were better without parting.”
The Mother, small in stature, of Scottish-Scandinavian strain,
blue-eyed like her sons, and of great power of will, was surpassed
in that terrific will by her second child.
Lesser men, obsessed by hatred of war, sometimes see in all
human actions in war only beastliness and hypocrisy. Are such
men projecting the feelings of themselves, of their personalities
arrested and warped in childhood, into later living ? Such men,
if they remain static, and release their feelings in writing, seldom
grow into good, that is truthful, writers themselves. The three
writers of this book reveal themselves to be very good men. They
were o f a decimated (not “ lost ” ) generation ; and only in the
spirit of such men, can truth live in our country — service and
self-sacrifice. That is the effect of reading these letters.
H en r y W illiam son
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W y n d h a m L ew is, Hugh Kenner, in H ie M akers o f M odern L iterature
Series, New Directions, N orfolk, Conn., U .S.A ., $2.50

The first book to be published about Wyndham Lewis, in the
U.S., is so well done that it should draw further attention to
England’s best satirist. Mr. Lewis is a hard nut to crack — his
versatility and his prophetic vision make his works hard to
evaluate, but Hugh Kenner has stuck to his author’s books with
bulldog tenacity, and his organisation o f his material has improved
considerably since his book on Pound (1951).
In spite of his somewhat heavy and ponderous prose Mr.
Kenner livens up the book by his remarkable choice o f quotations
and his acute, sympathetic analysis o f his author’s prose style.
“ . . . the familiar English comic tradition. . . Dickens salted with
Smollett ” ,
In the philosophical sections the book moves slowly, but M r.
Kenner always seems at his best when he writes about his author’s
novels. (Is this, perhaps, because the novels are so much clearer
in style ?) His best chapter, on the “ A utom aton ” novels,
emphasises the merits of Snooty Baronet (1932), but unfortunately
he omits an eight-page passage (lack of space ?) on the “ hatter’s
automaton,” one of the finest examples he could have used.
Admittedly, he quotes two short squibs from this passage, but he
needs the full eight pages to show the accumulative satirical force
of Mr. Lewis at his comic best.
It is perhaps a pity, with all his thoroughness and hard work,
that Mr. Kenner gives only a cursory glance at Blasting andBombardiering (1937), and America, J presume (1940), which two books
certainly show the “ career o f a mind ” . However, the excellence
and variety of the quotations show that M r. Kenner has used
considerable literary acumen to come to grips with one o f the few
discriminating minds in England.
O.S.P.
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THE CHURCH
by HUGO CHARTERIS
T WAS getting dark. I cursed my intuition at the crossroads,
though admitted the small thrill which under peaceful conditions
goes with getting lost.
Then I saw the outline of the trees ahead, seen against the western,
brighter half of the sky, was, here and there, straight as a ruler.
Buildings.
I pu t on my sidelights and coasted into a village built rather in the
Italian style, closely adhering to the top contour of a hill, rare
enough in this district to be puzzling. An immense church on the
summit with a barrack-like mediaeval building attached, made sense
o f the site.
Then — suddenly — I felt I knew it.
I had motored a lot in France particularly near Paris — where I
now was, and seeing the size and shape of the place, I waited for its
name to come to me.
Silhouettes o f churches at nightfall often take on a couched
diabolic aspect, horns and hunch — and I had often persuaded my
self that after Christ the Church did take upon itself — into itself
some o f the dark side of man. I mean, for instance, those prelates
o f Rome, and here I talk not of the gossip o f history but o f what I
have met — the lizard-skin beneath the crafty eyes, the counter
point o f casuistry in the fugue o f comforting deceit all so remote
from the intolerable heroism o f Christ, the simplicity, the loneliness
and above all the doubt.
I remember thinking as I drove, that all this sort of thing had once
troubled me as solidly as bills.

I
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Then the business o f earning a living, p u t into cold storage as so
often, once and for all, the real business o f living.
(I mention these thoughts because they seem now — to have led
up to what happened.)
I saw that church as “ Black ”, both in the Communist and fairy
tale sense. I even thought that if I were really lost, and poor, the
night cold, and the time long ago — I would turn to almost any of
these houses before climbing to that forbidding, heraldic colossus on
the skyline.
I cannot explain why such a mood o f anti-clerical prejudice
possessed me. Only a few days before I had witnessed an outing of
nuns in the Bois de Boulogne, and registered the fact they still as
adults knew how to laugh, with an abandon, a freshness th at moved.
In truth — like the lovers they are supposed to be; o r like niggers.
Now I expected — projected if you like — up there, the mad
soutaned goats of De Sade, or people like that Cardinal who had
refused in 1944 to give up to our regiment his R om an house (owned
by the mother of a brother officer) and backed his refusal with a
permit signed by Kesselring and a Blackshirt confiscation order.
But it was passing by, now, this church.
At any moment I thought—a pump, a mairie, a mass-produced
marble woman representing quatorze-dix-huit—or a characteristic
surviving gate will give me the place’s name. B ut no such thing
occurred: the familiarity persisted w ithout developing.
In my perplexity—and half with the intention o f “ asking ” — I
began to go slowly, and then — very slowly indeed, almost stopping
— because suddenly I knew, as though it had been spoken infallibly
at my side that the sensation of having been here before, was the old
dream one, only stronger than I had ever known.
I think, if you will bear with me, a point will emerge by which
this sensation will appear neither a story-teller’s stunt, n or even a
milking of an erethic sensibility, such as might make a jackdaw’s
nest of projections out of a twilit church.
The road wound — keeping to the middle o f the central cone upon
which stood the church. Below me on my right the newer p a rt of
the town seemed relatively populated for in it there were many
lights, here few.
(Why, I wondered, why this curious feeling.)
Then the road opened out into a square, and in order to see to the
far side of it, and so select the expected enamelled plaque saying
“ Paris ”, and the kilometres still to go, I switched on my headlights.
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I then saw nothing but the man. He stood almost in the centre of
the square, and had it not been for his stillness and apparent pur
poselessness, I suppose I would have seen nothing odd about him.
As it was he appeared to be waiting for me. But perhaps merely to
let me go so that he could cross in safety.
With a curious sense of complying, yet rationally — merely to ask
the way, I drew up beside him and he stepped towards the window.
He had not shaved for several days, and his eyes had the detached
brightness o f cynicism even about cynicism, which in France makes
m ost people look understandably hungry.
To my surprise he opened the conversation. He said he was “ the
guide
Instead of asking what I had intended, I said “ The guide for
w hat?”
“ F or the Church then ” he shouted. “ For the Chinch isn’t it?”
I supposed at the end of a summer’s day it was not impossible
that this square had lately been filled with the cars of tourists, and
that just as he had seen the last off, I had come. (And y e t . . . it was
not likely.)
However: so loud, so contemptuous was his reply it did place me
as the last of that day’s many fools. I said nothing for a moment and
in this period he looked at me showing he knew well just how loud,
how contemptuous he had seemed. And he added in the same tone:
“ E h bien, M ’sieur. Haven’t you seen it then — the Church o f St.
Loup ?”
I had heard these words before. Exactly. The echo of a previous
occasion was precise. I even disconnected my mind from the
present moment, and made a serious effort to remember if I had
recently had some sort of similar dream — or more feasible — if
I had come off here with my wife the previous summer, been
accosted by the same man in the same manner, and in fact done
nothing different from tonight except approach from the North, at
a different hour.
“ N o,” I said. “ Is there anything . . . particular about it ?”
He laughed — or rather imitated laughter briefly. “ Yes — there’s
something ‘ particular
“ What ?” .
“ Oh no, no, no, it must be seen,” he leant nearer, nearer, till
his head was in the window, and then spanning finger and thumb
over his eyes he whispered hectically “ Avec Ies yeux, hein — avec
les yeux. N ’est ce pas ?” '
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I then felt I had known all along that I would, that evening go
into the Church. And as soon as I had parked the car, got out and
prepared to follow him, a sense o f tension was eased.
A t this point let me hasten to reassure my readers who may be
sensitive to twentieth century evangelicism, o r who may dread some
cheap symbolism. This is something that happened to me when I
was a journalist in France. That leaves you only one thing to take
on faith — that I felt I knew this place. But I — all o f us — have
experienced that sensation — sometimes when faced with a work of
art. You — not the work of art — are the place in which the
matter lay waiting. And then you feel you always knew it.
The guide took me up a path. Every few feet, I remember, there
were shallow steps. And I remember, too, discovering at a
certain point that the monastery annexe to the Church was a ruin
—sky in its windows—but so closely covered with ivy and creeper
that from a distance it had seemed solid, sound, frequented.
I was thinking it was a very big church, and without knowing
very much about the matter — very old, when telepathically the
figure in front, speaking in the pitying shout which he must have
contracted from the faces of myriad tourists, said, “ C’est tres
vieux. Ahoui. Tres, tres, tres, tres vieux. Mais beau, quand meme.
Comprenez vous ? Tres beau.” And inconsequently he laughed
that staccato cough, like a dead engine.
“ Voila la porte. C’est belle, n ’est ce pas ?”
Like Covent Garden basket men the saints with leprous faces
sustained in row the arch and counter aTCh and above them figures
in line and niche until a frieze got small and in the bad light
invisible.
It was while I was looking up—that it came to me—or at any rate
part of “ it ” came to me.
The intimation was solid enough: a smell o f stale urine, and also
a smell from the inside of the Church — a composite sour wet smell
which is best described by what I saw when I went in.
A confession box lay forward on its face and a surprised cat
feathered up and out o f a smashed pane, like a shadow.
“ C’est beau, hein ?”
The pews were partly missing. A smell that went to my bones,
came from them and from the stone floor and walls which had
curious markings, bands and patches, of damp writing, scrawled
names and children’s drawings.
I knew the answer, but I asked, “ You’ve got other churches here
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I suppose.”
“ Ah no, certainly not.”
“ Why was it shut ?” I said.
“ Marcel Thon ” he barked, “ the president of the town council
is Marcel Thon. Ah oui. C’est 9a. Thon.”
He sounded like an N.C.O. giving orders in his sleep. Barking
out gibberish as though there were movements to be jumped to.
“ Thon.”
The dam p had triumphed over the acoustics o f the nave, and the
monosyllable had the flat crash and the little carry o f a gunshot in
fog.
H abit, training, vestiges of taught reverence — I don’t know what
— always carry my eyes to an altar, and now when we were near
enough to peer with effect into that darker end o f the church, I
did so.
There was no Cross but the altar on which the Cross had once
stood had been turned upside down. Glass crunched underfoot.
I never go to Church, but I said aggrieved: “ Doesn’t anyone
want to go to C hurch?”
“ The priest comes once a fortnight b u t . . . piff . . . a few old
women, Que voulez vous.”
“ Here.”
“ Ah non. Non, non, non. In a house.”
Diverted hitherto by my questions he now embarked, “ The
transept is unique. Its twelfth century . . . ” and he pointed while he
shouted, reciting, hurling the facts like drab white plates hard at the
stone silence.
A recumbent knight and chatelaine had each been beheaded
though some scalp still lingered on the shallow marble pillow. My
foot suddenly yielded into something soft before reaching stone.
I looked down and raising it some newspaper came with it.
“ Oh, la 14,” said the guide. “ I should have warned you. It’s
the children. The boys. W hat can you do.” And he laughed —
this time with a spark of feeling.
When we got back to the door he said “ There’s a fund to save the
murals.” (It had been too dark to see them.) “ If you like to come
back and see them tomorrow. There’s a fund to save them,
M ’sieur. The murals are ‘ trfes im portants,’ ah oui.”
He gave me a morsel o f printed paper, and showed a passionate
interest in my contribution, stooping to his palm in the dark.
Then he shouted, “ C’est triste, hein?”
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Long after driving away from that village — St. Loup — I
thought about the whole episode, and realized th at every moment of
it had become clearer as it became remoter. The smells — the size
— the dereliction, the gun-shot without echo “ Thon ” .
And now at last I think I see why that church came to me — so
to speak, before I reached it, and remained with me after I had left it.
It — the building, the site and the curator were inside me.
How, to-day, can this be said carefully enough — and in a “ moral”
too. I don’t mean that any scales fell from my eyes; I don’t mean
that I then “ believed ” — (though academically I have always held
that verb to be intransitive) — I mean merely I have become grateful
for a concrete experience which showed me the extent and implica
tions of a loss; showed what a focal space lay breeding, rank,
disused; the size and prominence o f a site which a house or poly,
technic would not suit; and how all this constituted a positive, not
a negative condition.
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AFRICA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

M r. Bury’s interesting letter in your October issue can be
answered by a few brief points :—
W hat shred of evidence has he for the suggestion that there is
no room for further settlement in this very under-populated
continent ? Even if it were true immediately available territory
is fully occupied, this would only be due to the total failure to
develop Africa by scientific methods now available. He himself
admits that underground lakes in Africa could make even the
desert fertile. Years ago German technicians worked out schemes
to use surface lakes for irrigation schemes and power supply which
could transform the African problem. Well-proven soil conserva
tion methods supported by proper forestry technique could overcome
other problems he mentions. The aeroplane and science between
them could quickly overcome the tsetse fly and bring enormous
areas o f fertile territory into use. Mr. Bury is thinking of
agriculture within the limits o f the negro, not the European, mind.
He asks would not Europeans need negroes to do the menial work ?
W hat old-fashioned stuff. White immigration will eventually
supply all the labour needed, and machines will do the menial work
in Africa as elsewhere. M r. Bury’s “ estranged negroes ” will
no longer feel “ alarm ” at white immigration because they will be
in a country o f their own ; white technicians will help them, not
exploit them. As for the Arabs, this sister people will be asked to
co-operate freely with Europe’s development of Africa ; and they
willj because the advantages to them will be enormous and they
will prefer Europe to the Soviets. But if they refused it is no great
disaster. All that we need ask of them is transport facilities for
which we would pay, and which would in no way infringe their
concept of independence. None o f these problems is really
insoluble. O f course they exist, but the mind, will and spirit of
Europe a N ation can soon overcome them. As for South America
— Brazil for instance — this continent is already being developed
by Europeans and in spirit looks in all things to Europe. Those of
our opinion look wide and far : Europe-Africa and South America.
There is the third force — there is the future.
Yours, etc.,
T om H ea t h .
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DISARMAMENT

AND

RUSSIA

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
In my opinion the West can take up the Russian offer o f dis
armament, or offer disarmament to Russia on its part, only if it
is fully convinced that the communists have abandoned their
aspirations for world dominion.
If Russia were to accept the principle of disarmament and inter
national supervision — without the latter such an agreement is
inconceivable — western public opinion would be lulled into
sweet complacency. Yet would such a complacency be justified?
After World War I a small country like Hungary managed to re
arm clandestinely in spite of the international control she had been
subjected to at the Trianon Peace Treaty. Now what international
supervision could prevent a secret communist armament on a vast
territory stretching from the Baltic to the Pacific ? Particularly
because—unlike in post-1921 Hungary—in Russia the international
team of supervisors could not go about as the representatives o f
self-assured victors, but would always have to proceed with utm ost
diplomatic discretion.
In the West, the rearmament, once agreed upon, would be
implemented by an alert public opinion anxious to preserve the
sanctity of international pledges. (And rightly so. After all —
again unlike post-1921 Hungary—the West would now enter an
obligation by its own free will, not imposed upon it by dictation.)
On the other hand, in the communist world there is no free
public opinion : people there only learn, and must pretend to
believe, what the official news agencies tell them, and have little
influence on the official “ party-line ” .
The question, o f course, arises : why should the W est not once
assume good faith on the part o f the communists ? Why should
we not believe that the communist rulers would honour their word
— even if the local public opinion could not force them to do so ?
The answer is sim ple: communists are pledged to world
dominion. This is a fact they do not even bother to conceal :
their official emblem beaTS the red star illuminating the globe and
their official anthem promises the conquest of the world. This
striving for world dominion is not accidental to the communist
principles — it is the essence o f the doctrine. We may, therefore,
be sure that whenever the communists proclaim the catchphrase of
“ peaceful co-existence,” they do it in order to m ark time, to sow
discord among their opponents (like in 1939 or in 1954), or to
facilitate the activities of their fifth column. In your September
issue you quoted the inescapable truth that ten thousand armed
men could dominate a pacifist world. To suppose that the com
munists would not take advantage o f such a chance if it were open
to them for the sake o f “ old-fashioned bourgeois morality ” is to
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suppose that they stopped being communists.
Yours, etc.,
G e o r g e A. Fixaus.
White House, Flat 273,
Albany Street, N .W .l.

THE ROLE OF EUROPE
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
There are two points in D r. O tto Strasser’s letter in your issue
of September which I question.
He regards his native Germany as “ a shield against the Asiatic
hordes
Surely Poland has m ore often played th at part, ironically
enough in view of her Slav affinities ? Germans have come to
terms with G reat Russia when it served their ends.
He also advocates restoration o f the frontiers o f sixteen years
ago. W hat will the Poles, the Lithuanians and others say about
this ?
W ith the rest o f the letter, especially the reference to Scotland,
Wales and France, I heartily agree.
Yours, etc.,
P a t r ic k J. N . B u r y .
Ballymountain House,
Waterford, Eire.

THE SITE OF EASTER
To the Editor o f The European.
Sir,
The A rab case in Palestine has always suffered from mis
representation and distortion o f facts, a technique which Zionist
propaganda masters, especially when it knows it cannot be
corrected. Therefore may I, as a Moslem and an A rab, be permitted
to check M r. Patrick J. N . Bury, whose strange logic in the June
issue of The European, if applied to other nations than the A rab,
would cast a serious doubt as to whether the Irish were really
“ Irish,” the English “ English,” the French “ French,” etc., etc.
If M r. Neame is “ clearly no Zionist,” M r. Bury is clearly a
Zionist, for the technique he adopts is th a t o f Zionist propagandists
everywhere. Hence his sweeping statement that “ there are A rabs
in Jordan and part of Iraq, b u t for the rest one must look to the
Arabian Peninsula and N orthern Africa ” . (Thank you, Mr. Bury,
for your gracious recognition o f our existence “ in Jordan and
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part o f Iraq ” .) The fact that the Arabs inhabit Egypt, Palestine,
Syria, the Lebanon and Iraq, and have given these countries their
character, language and traditions, even before Islam gave them
their religion, is, Mr. Bury would have us believe, irrelevant !
Admittedly, there have been innumerable invasions as a result of
which Arab blood has mixed freely with the blood o f other nations,
but what does this prove ? It may, in M r. Bury’s logic, prove the
right of Turks, Indians, Mongols, Persians, even Negroes, to
Palestine and the other countries o f the Levant, but it certainly
does not prove the Jews’ right to them. For, however mixed the
origin of the Arabs in Palestine, even Mr. Bury cannot deny that
they were the original inhabitants of the country and that the Jews
remained in a very small minority until the Balfour Declaration,
supported by the British Mandate, threw the gates of the country
open to the Jews of the world. As a result, the country was
artificially and hastily inundated with Jews
“ Spawned in some estaminet of Antwerp,
Blistered in Brussels, patched and pealed in London ”
not to mention those who were “ formulated ” in Moscow o r
“ greased ” in New York. It is these alien Jews, the product of a
strange admixture o f races and languages and traditions, who
largely populate Israel to-day, not the old “ pure ” Jews o f the
country. It is they and they alone who govern it, hardly tolerating
even the presence o f their “ oriental ” co-religionists.
Yours, etc.,
A li H a id a r A l R ik ib i .

Al-Mansur,
Baghdad, Iraq.

RERUM N OV ARUM
AND THE SYNDICALIST STATE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I find myself in profound disagreement with the spirit and letter
o f Geoffrey Vernon’s article “ Rerum Novarum ” in the October
issue o f your magazine. He begins by quoting from Pope Leo
XUI’s encyclical “ . . . the enormous fortunes o f some individuals,
and the utter poverty of the masses . . . ” . He then adds his own
extraordinary views in these words, “ This sentence is so applicable
to the present age that it is difficult to believe th at it is taken from
the opening paragraph of the famous encyclical Rerum Novarum,
published by Pope Leo X III on 15th May 1891 ” .
Nothing in my view can be less applicable than Geoffrey Vernon’s
interpretation of present-day conditions. The enormous fortunes
o f some individuals are completely illusory. Every Chancellor
of the Exchequer since 1939 has made it his primary duty that no
individual (except a few black marketeers and their Uke, who
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manage to dodge their responsibilities) enjoys “ enormous fortunes
With income tax and sur-tax amounting to some nineteen shillings
in the pound the possession o f enormous fortunes is self-evidently
impossible. F or this reason alone the conditions outlined in Rer
um Novarum are completely divorced from present-day circum
stances.
I am not attempting to grind any Party axe ; I am just a humble
seeker o f the truth, who seeks it open-eyed and not through
“ Couleur de Rome ” spectacles ; “ the utter poverty o f the
masses ” as stated by Pope Leo X III may have been typical of the
western world-in 1891, bu t to state as Geoffrey Vernon does that
such conditions are “ applicable to the present age ” is, to put
it kindly, nonsensical. The power o f the trade unions, at least
since 1939, has been such th a t the conditions o f the workers have
been enormously improved. W hether we agree with it or not,
the Welfare State has undoubtedly conferred considerable benefits
on the large mass o f the people. These benefits were completely
absent at the time of this Encyclical. In another paragraph M r.
Vernon asserts th at “ As a result o f the w ar, and the advance in
scientific discovery which it brought with it, monopoly capitalism
has consolidated its position and made it more difficult than ever
for the worker to obtain the ‘ju st wage ’ and th at private property
which Rerrnn N ovarum advocated
This statement, I contend,
is a complete travesty o f the truth. Although I agree that businesses
have been expanded and concentrated in fewer hands, the power
o f the workers has immeasurably increased; their bargaining
power is such that the workers have no difficulty in demanding and
obtaining a “ just w ag e” . As a m atter o f fact, the workers are
rapidly approaching the stage when they are no longer underpaid
hirelings, but partners in great enterprises, who are equally interested
in the success o f the businesses with which they are concerned as
the proprietors themselves. Progress along these lines is inevitable,
until we shall reach a stage when Syndicalism will replace the muchmaligned Capitalism.
On the subject o f the private property which'M r. Vernon regrets
the workers are unable to acquire, he seems to have overlooked
the vast number o f houses which are owned and occupied by the
workers, and this objective is being speeded up considerably. Even
the L abour Party applaud the ideal of a “ property-owning
Democracy ” .
No, Geoffrey Vernon is apparently so anxious to try to prove
that Rom an Catholicism is the only friend o f the workers, that he
has lost sight of the true facts.
Yours, etc.,
G . J. S u t t o n .

11 Lucas House,
Albion Avenue,
London S.W.8.
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